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ABSTRACT

The ability to recover cells from a fermentation broth in an intact form can be an
important criterion for determining the overall performance of a recovery and
purification sequence. Disruption of the cells can lead to undesired contamination of
an extracellular product with intracellular components and vice versa loss of
intracellular products may occur. In particular, the value of directed location o f a
product in the periplasmic space of say Escherichia coli would be diminished by such
premature non-selective cell disruption. Several options exist for cell recovery or
removal; namely centrifugation, in a batch or a continuous configuration, filtration or
membrane operations, and in selected cases expanded beds. The choice o f operation
is dependant on many variables including the impact on the overall process sequence.
In all cases the cells are exposed to shear stresses of varying levels and times and
additionally such environments exist in ancillary operations such as pumping, pipe
flow and control valves.

In this thesis an ultra scale-down device has been designed to expose cells to
controlled levels o f shear, time and impact in a way that seeks to mimic those effects
that may occur during full-scale processes using continuous or intermittent discharge
disc stack centrifuges. Results demonstrate that the extent of cell breakage was found
to be proportional to shear stress. An additional level of breakage occurred due to the
jet impacting on the collecting surface. Here it was possible to correlate the additional
breakage with the impact velocity, which is a function of the distance that the jet
travels before impacting on the collection surface, and the initial jet velocity.

The accuracy o f the ultra scale-down predictions has been tested using two scales of
intermittent discharge disc-stack centrifuges. After the calibration of the ultra scaledown device using cells of a standard preparation the mimic gave a similar trend of
cell breakage to that observed at large-scale.

However the error margins for the

mimic was up to +/-20% and hence further work is required to refine the mimic and
further understanding o f the calibration factor is necessary.

In addition, an initial

understanding o f the effect of change o f centrifuge geometry and method of operation
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on the level of cell damage was gained. Finally, the extent of damage as represented
by protein release is shown to be indicative of even greater extents of damage with
studies using flow cytometry showing significant changes in cell wall structure.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Project significance

A new generation o f therapeutic products are emerging (Aunins et al., 2000), together
with increasing interest in plasmids (Curly and Smiley, 2003; Teeters et al., 2003) and
antibody fragment vectors (Neal et al., 2004; Roque et al., 2004), all of which are
low-volume,

high-value biopharmaceuticals

expressed

inside

bacterial

cells.

Downstream processing (DSP) is critical for the successful purification of such
products, with the aim of satisfying regulatory requirements in terms of purity and
efficacy, and represents a major proportion of the manufacturing costs involved
(Lightfoot et al., 2003). In addition, the rising cost of health-care places increasing
strain on biopharmaceutical companies to improve production yield and control
manufacturing costs.

Large volumes o f cell broth produced by fermentation are traditionally concentrated
as a first step in primary recovery. Solids and liquids can be separated by several
methods o f which the most common include flocculation, filtration and centrifugation
(Lightfoot et al., 2004). This thesis will focus on the use of centrifugation for early
product purification, specifically the use of a disc-stack centrifuge for solids recovery
where the product is expressed intracellularly.

With the increasing demand for

therapeutic production, centrifuges are becoming mainstream for rapid concentration
o f high density fermentations. This is because o f their ability to separate continuously
cells from liquor over long periods of time in a contained environment. However,
many issues arise when using centrifugal separators, including the concern with cell
damage and subsequent product loss caused by the shear environment within the feed
zone of the separator.

A number of publications have investigated the damaging

effects during centrifuge recovery of extracellular products (Maybury et al., 2000;
Byrne et al., 2002; Neal et al., 2003) but few have yet addressed the effects of solids
discharge on cell and intracellular product viability (Gray et al., 1972).

The aim o f this thesis will, in the first instance, be to study those operating factors that
potentially influence the integrity o f E. coli cells, and hence recovery yields, during
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centrifuge discharge. The thesis then explores and evaluates a new ultra scale-down
methodology to predict centrifuge discharge performance using a number of different
E. coli strains. Based on the findings, operating and equipment design strategies are
recommended to improve solids recovery in large-scale centrifuges. The results will
hopefully prove valuable to a process engineer faced with the challenge o f designing
an efficient process line under strict time constraints, where the use of the ultra scaledown technology described in this thesis could quickly and effectively optimise
centrifuge performance.

1.2 Primary purification of intracellular products

Following a typical fermentation the intracellular product requires concentrating
before continuing with further downstream purification.

The objective of any

separation technique is to remove the very large volumes of liquor as well as
extracellular contaminates such as antifoam from the intracellular product. The type
o f separation step employed depends on many factors including fermentation and
product characteristics, machine capability and cost, which will be further elaborated
in section 1.3.

1.2.1

Comparison

of crossflow

filtration

and

centrifuge

recovery

of

intracellular products
Crossflow filters are presently the main competitors of centrifuges and separate on the
basis of size exclusion. They are characterised as easily scalable and disposable; their
stress conditions (i.e. across the membrane surface) are an order of magnitude less
than their centrifuge counterparts (Virkar et al., 1981) although care has to be taken in
pump and valve design in the recycle loop. Crossflow filtration offers the versatile
tool of diafiltration for buffer exchange and cell washing, while in the case of
centrifugation cells have to be washed by repeated centrifugation and redilution steps.
Also, since the membrane physically retains the cells, recovery is essentially 100%
with crossflow filtration. Crossflow filters do however have a tendency to foul when
heavily contaminated or high cell density feeds are processed (Bell et al., 1983) and
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hence are often associated with high membrane costs since the membranes have to be
replaced on a regular basis. Under normal circumstances where the product resides in
the permeate, filter aids can be used to maintain flux and reduce fouling. However,
with the same practice applied to the recovery o f intracellular products several
additional stages would be necessary to completely remove the filter aid that can
complicate/compromise the process and FDA approval. Crossflow filters often have
long operating times with the potential of reduced biological product activity and have
difficulty in achieving very high concentrations.

In most cases intracellular products can be easily separated from a fermentation broth
using centrifugation (Belter et al., 1988). The recovery of viable cells will however
depend on the type of centrifuge employed and method of operation. For example,
with the presence o f a high shear field during entry into a semi-hermetic centrifuge
cells are potentially damaged and reduced in size.

This can cascade on to affect

recovery performance, cost and quality of material (Byrne et al., 2002; Boychyn et al.,
2001; Maybury et al., 2000; Neal et al., 2003). However, the use of a hydro-hermetic
feed has been proven to dampen the shear rate and hence improve cell viability during
initial entry into the centrifuge (Boychyn et al., 2001).

Centrifuges operating in

continuous mode will recover concentrated cells via high speed discharge from the
centrifuge bowl and depending on the discharge conditions can contribute to cell
damage (Gray et al., 1972). Alternatively, batch operations give optimum separation,
characterised by intact and compact cell paste. Batch operations do however suffer
from long downtimes and are not practical for separation of high volume, high density
fermentation broths.

1.2.2 Types of centrifugation
The application and design of centrifuge separators has been reviewed by Axelsson
(1985) and Brunner et al. (1988). There are four main types o f centrifuges, which are
used for different process environments. The efficiency o f solid and liquid separation
is greatly dependant upon particle size, solid-liquid density difference, liquid
viscosity, residence time and the relative centrifugation forces (RCF). The following
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sections summaries the different types of centrifuges currently available on the market
with their individual advantages and disadvantages (Leung 1998).

1.2.2.1 Tubular bowl centrifuge

The tubular bowl centrifuge has the simplest configuration of all the centrifuges
considered here, consisting o f a vertically mounted cylindrical bowl suspended by an
overhead motor.

During operation the liquid moves up through the base of the

centrifuge before progressing along the sides of the bowl during which solids are spun
out and accumulated at the wall surface. As the flowrate is increased the liquid layer
ascending the wall o f the centrifuge moves faster thus reducing the centrifuge
performance by shortening the residence time available for cell sedimentation. The
system operates in a batch mode; thus over time solid deposition increases and
reduces the overall performance. On reaching a full bowl volume the centrifuge is
brought to rest before emptying the sediment. Some tubular bowl centrifuges do this
with the aid o f an internal scraper, e.g. CARR Powerfuge, avoiding the need to
dismantle the centrifuge and allowing cell recovery in a contained fashion. Solids
removal by this means is time consuming and for this reason the tubular bowl
centrifuge is commonly used either when high G-forces are necessary for achieving
satisfactory separation and dryness, or when separating a low cell density feed
suspension. These centrifuges are typically found towards the end o f process lines as
a polishing step.

1.2.2.2 Multichamber bowl centrifuge
The internal design o f the multichamber consists of a series of concentric chambers
mounted within the larger outer chamber. The centrifuge is driven from the bottom
and feed enters via an inlet situated at the top of the bowl. The centrifuge works in
batch mode. The feed takes a circuitous route through the chambers, where larger
particles are deposited closer to the centre and smaller particles are collected in the
outer chambers where they are subjected to greater centrifugal forces.

Its high
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efficiency is achieved by long residence times but often result in unacceptable
temperature rises. However, this can be minimised by direct cooling of the bowl top.

1.2.2.3 Scrolling decanter centrifuge
The scrolling decanter is a continuous centrifuge, consisting of two main parts, an
Archimedean screw encapsulated by an outer cylindrical component. Both rotate in
the same direction but at different speeds. The suspension enters through the spindle
o f the Archimedean screw and is released into the bowl where separation begins. The
suspension flows towards the weir whilst the solids deposit on the wall and build up
into a cake. The clarified liquid is discharged at the weir. The screw scrapes the
solids towards the conical end o f the bowl and the slope o f the cone allows drainage
to increase liquid removal from the solids before discharge. Although the centrifugal
force is low the design allows for separation of very high solids load and can often be
found in the treatment o f wastewater.

1.2.2.4 Disc-stack centrifuge
Separation in a disc-stack centrifuge begins by pumping material in through the feed
inlet positioned at the top o f the bowl. The material descends into the distributor and
proceeds into the stack o f active discs where solid/liquid separation occurs.
Separation is based on a density difference existing between two or more phases with
the heavy components o f the feed directed towards the periphery of the bowl under
the influence of centrifugal forces as lighter liquid is displaced towards the centre of
the bowl. The liquid component is discharged through a centripetal pump positioned
at the top o f the centrifuge.

Disc-stack centrifuge designs include batch and

continuously operated machines.
manually.

In batch operation solids must be removed

Some centrifuges are equipped with peripheral nozzles for continuous

solids removal; others have valves i.e. sliding piston for intermittent discharge. The
nature of these continuous centrifuges make them ideal for primary separation of high
cell density broths (Higgins et al., 1978; Datar and Rosen, 1987).
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1.3 Factors influencing the selection of centrifuge separation method

Correct specification o f the type of centrifuge to be used in a process line is central to
achieving optimum separation and recovery of product. In this section we review the
effect of different process scenarios on centrifuge selection.

1.3.1 Solids feed density

With high cell density fermentations the best process options are either continuous
discharge centrifuges such as the disc-stack and scrolling decanter or intermittent
disc-stack centrifuges. Both types o f centrifuge are capable of handling high solids
concentration feed streams. However, solids must remain sufficiently wet to flow
through the discharge nozzles in order to avoid blockage.

For the recovery of

intracellular products the performance is also determined by the discharge conditions
with more intensive discharge leading to lower yields of viable product. Under these
circumstances intermittent discharge centrifuges provide more precise control over
solids dryness and discharge conditions than continuous centrifuges.

Batch machines may be used successfully when dealing with a low concentration of
solids and with the correct solids holding capacity the bowl will not require emptying
until all material has been processed. Choosing the correct size and capacity are vital
for achieving good clarification.

Figure 1.1 illustrates the type of centrifuge best

suited to different solids load.
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1.3.2 Feed sensitivity

Intense shear forces are often found in centrifuges during initial entry into the feed
zone and during discharge in continuous/intermittent machines. In the case of shear
sensitive materials, e.g. mammalian cells, optimum recovery can be achieved through
the use of a batch operation with the installation of a hydro-hermetic feed zone that
floods the inlet and dissipates the energy generated upon entry into the centrifuge.

1.3.3 Separation efficiency

Separation requirements will also influence the choice of centrifuge. In many cases,
the driving force may be to achieve good clarification, dewatering and solids
recovery.

It is useful to know the particle size and size distribution in the feed

suspension as this will help determine the equivalent settling area and G-force
necessary to accomplish any defined separation goals.

A typical scenario where

performance is paramount is the removal of fine cell debris after releasing
intracellular products by homogenisation of whole cells.

Jin et al. (1994)

demonstrated that the recovery efficiency of inclusion bodies in a disc-stack
centrifuge is dependant on the feed flow rate. Maximum recovery was achieved at a
flow rate o f 460 L.h'1 with 100% removal of cell debris and 92% recovery of product.
The performance was observed to deteriorate as the flow rate increased. The cell
debris becomes increasingly difficult to remove with small sizes and broad size
distributions (Bonneijea, 1988).

A subsequent step may involve high-resolution

chromatography o f which poor centrifugal separation performance will lead to fouling
o f the column, a problem that could incur costly time delays. Figure 1.2 illustrates the
type o f centrifuges most suited to separating particles of different sizes.

1.3.4 Three phase feed suspensions

When dealing with separation o f three phase mixtures, for example an oil/water/solids
mixture, the only machines currently available for this type o f procedure branch from
the family of disc-stack centrifuges and scrolling decanters.
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1.3.5 Cost of centrifuges

During process specification, in addition to the technical decisions, the cost of
centrifuges will also need to be considered, especially if the process design is
restricted to a tight budget as is the case with many small biotechnology companies.
The overall cost of installing and maintaining a centrifuge will vary depending on the
size and capability o f the centrifuge, the ancillaries and whether it has to be explosion
resistant or bio-contained.

1.4 Host cell selection
Many factors play a key role in evaluating an expression system for production of
therapeutics including productivity, process economics, product quality and safety,
lead time, scalability, regulatory acceptance and biomechanical properties. The most
common host cells for biopharmaceutical products are E. coli, yeast, and mammalian
cells. Recombinant technology was first introduced in E. coli with the technology
later extended to higher, more complex organisms such as mammalian cells (Demain
2000).

Considerable efforts have been made to optimise these host cells.

For

example, Bowering (2000) enhanced E. coli antibody fragment titres from 200 mg.L’1
to 680 mg.L"1 and significantly improved product retained inside the periplasm from
50% to 80-90%. In addition, Garcia et al. (2005) compared two feeding strategies i.e.
repeated batch and pH-stat fermentation in terms of product yield and cell stability.
The pH-stat method proved superior with a two-fold increase in antibody fragment
titre and a dry cell weight of 33 g.L"1 compared to 17 g.L'1 for the repeated batch after
50 h. This difference was due to substrate oscillation in the repeated batch, which has
previously been reported to influence cell and product stability due to imbalances in
carbon uptake rate and the switch from oxidative to fermentative metabolism
(Johnston et al., 2002). Shown in Figure 1.3 is a simplistic illustration of how these
organisms compare in terms o f biomechanical properties under shear stresses. The
data was compiled based on the minimum stress at which damage is first detected
(Yim et al., 2000).
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1.4.1 E. coli host cell

1.4.1.1 Advantages of E. coli

The Gram-negative bacterium E. coli was chosen as the cell type for all experiments
in this thesis for the following reasons:

• It is a simple prokaryotic organism.
•

It has been extensively researched and is well characterised (Bowering 2000;
Garcia 2005).

•

E. coli is a rapidly growing organism, capable of reaching very high cell
densities.

•

Fermentation protocols for E. coli are well established at UCL and relatively
straightforward and inexpensive to run.

•

The introduction o f foreign genes can be easily achieved.

•

The organism is used in the biopharmaceutical industry for the production of
therapeutics such as DNA vaccines and antibody fragment for cancer therapy.

1.4.1.2 Disadvantages of E. coli

Acetate production, caused by either anaerobic growth conditions or cultures in the
presence of excess glucose, can reduce E. coli growth rate, biomass yield and cell
density (Lee 1996). Furthermore, acetate accumulation has been reported to be more
detrimental to recombinant cells than non-recombinant cells (Lee 1996). High levels
o f carbon dioxide can also affect cell growth by stimulating acetate production.
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1.4.2 E. coli cell morphology
E. coli is a member of the Gram negative (-ve) bacteria. These procaryotic organisms
display properties that are relatively simple compared to eucaryotes. A typical E. coli
cell consists of four basis structures: the outer membrane, the peptidoglycan layer, the
inner membrane and the cytoplasm that houses the genomic DNA and ribosomes.
The cells are typically rod shaped with dimensions of 1.5 to 5.5 pm in length by 0.5 to
1 pm in width (Nanninga. 1998). In the following section the morphological structure
of E. coli cells will be discussed with reference to the outer and inner membranes.

1.4.2.1 Cell envelope

The cell envelope of Gram +ve and -ve bacteria is distinctly different as shown in
Figure 1.4.

The purpose of the envelope is primarily to prevent damage to the

underlying cytoplasm molecules by toxic compounds (Nikaido et al., 1985). Gram
+ve bacteria exhibit a thick peptidoglycan layer (-2 5 0 A ) positioned above the inner
membrane.

However, Gram -v e bacterial envelopes appear as thin multi-layered

structures with only a thin sheet of peptidoglycan ( - 3 0 A) positioned between the
outer and inner membranes. In some cases, a polysaccharide capsule or glycocalyx
may surround the cell wall of bacteria which can serve the purpose of aiding cell
adhesion to surfaces, act as a carbohydrate reserve for metabolism and protect cells
from attach e.g. phagocytosis.

The E. coli capsule mainly comprises of

polysaccharides such as glucose, galactose and fructose glucuronic acid.

1.4.2.2 Outer membrane

The outer membrane structure o f E. coli comprises of a lipid bilayer very similar to
that o f the inner membrane. The inner half of this outer membrane layer is composed
o f phospholipids while the outer face is dominated by lipopolysaccharides (LPS).
The LPS consist of three main regions, a toxic lipid A region that is attached to a
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hydrophilic polysaccharide region made up of a core polysaccharide and O-specific
polysaccharide. The tail is understood to aid defence against phagocytes and also
contribute to bacterial adhesion. Shown in Figure 1.5 is a schematic representation of
an outer membrane lipopolysaccharide.

A number o f proteins are found to traverse the outer membrane to form attachments
with the underlying peptidoglycan layer.

Of these the most commonly found are

Braun lipoproteins positioned in the hydrophobic region of the outer membrane and
covalently attached to the peptidoglycan layer as shown in Figure 1.6. Braun (1975)
suggested that a possible function o f these lipoprotein molecules could be to act as
spacers between the outer membrane and peptidoglycan layer.

Another common

group o f proteins that traverse the outer membrane are porins (Nikaido and Vuara
1985). Porins form channels through the membrane that allow passage of molecules
up to 750 daltons through i.e. mainly nutrients.

Large molecules and harmful

compounds are excluded from entry. Omp A, Omp C and Omp F are amongst the
most common porins found in E. coli (Murrell 1998).

1.4.2.3 Peptidoglycan layer (cell wall)

Between the outer and inner membrane of Gram -v e E. coli is a thin sheet of
peptidoglycan made up of alternating units of N-acetylglucosamine (G) and Nacetylmuramic acid (M) connected by beta 1-4 glycoside bonds as shown in Figure
1.7. Attached to N-acetylmuramic acid (M) is a tetrapeptide chain consisting of Lalanine (L-ala), D-glutamate (D-glu), Diaminopimelic acid (DAP) and D-alanine (Dala). Neighbouring tetrapeptide chains have the ability to bond the carboxyl group of
D-ala on one chain to the amino group of DAP on an adjacent chain. The cell wall
gives cells their characteristic shapes and permits them to live in hypotonic (less than
intracellular salt concentration) environments that would otherwise cause them to
swell osmotically until they burst.
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1.4.2.4 Inner membrane

The inner membrane is by far the most dynamic and complex part of the cell
envelope.

It functions as a selective barrier only permitting entry of specific

molecules into the cytoplasm.

Molecules such as H2 O and those with molecular

weight < 100 daltons can move through passively but larger molecules can only enter
via membrane transport systems. The membrane acts as an energy generator i.e. the
respiratory chain and ATP synthase, providing energy to drive cellular processes that
include biosynthesis and active transport systems. The membrane contains enzymes
involved with synthesis o f murein, membrane lipids and DNA replication.

Figure 1.8 shows the importance of H+ ions in the transport of molecules across the
inner membrane.

Molecules are transported through the cell membrane by three

different mechanisms: a uniport process where solute travel is unidirectional, a
symport process where two solutes travel in the same direction at the same time, and
an antiport process where two solutes travel in opposite directions. In many instances
movement o f solutes is against a concentration gradient and therefore in order to
facilitate transport o f these solutes active transport systems are employed of which
there are three types: ion driven transport (IDT), binding-protein dependant transport
(BPDT) and group translocation transport (GTT) all of which usually exist as symport
or antiport processes. IDT is associated with the movement of ions and amino acids
across the membrane.

The active membrane protein requires H+ ions i.e. proton

motive force (pmf) to operate. In the case of BPDT the transport of molecules, e.g.
sugars and amino acids, involves four transmembrane proteins and is driven by
energy released from the hydrolysis of adenosine triphosphate (ATP) to adenosine
diphosphate (ADP).

Finally GTT is involved with the transport of sugars e.g.

glucose. The system derives its energy from phosphoenol pyruvate (PEP). During
entry of molecules such as glucose, PEP is hydrolysed to pyruvate and glucose is
phosphorylated to form glucose phosphate.

Lodged in the inner membrane are ATP synthase molecules that are analogous to
mitochondria in eukaryotes. In aerobic bacteria free H+ ions allow the ATP synthase
molecules to establish a pm f across the cell membrane by flowing down an
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electrochemical gradient through the ATP synthase. The free energy released drives
the ATP synthase to make ATP. Glycolysis also contributes to ATP production in the
cell. In anaerobic conditions the lack of an electrochemical gradient causes a shift in
mode of operation in order to maintain a pm f across the membrane. Under these
circumstances the ATP synthase works in reverse using ATP produced by glycolysis
to form ADP, phosphate and H+ ions. The H+ ions are pumped out of the cell to
stabilise the pm f and hence maintain the active transport systems.

The active

transport processes are diminished in injured cells and do not become fully functional
in repaired organisms (Hurst et al., 1976).

1.4.2.5 Cytoplasm
The cytoplasm constitutes the inner portion o f a prokaryotic cell and is characterised
as the holding chamber for chromosomes, ribosomes and intracellular products e.g.
plasmid vaccine vectors that multiply and accumulate in this space.

1.4.3 E. coli expression techniques
There is a variety o f expression techniques possible with E. coli such as secretion into
the cytoplasm, periplasm and exterior environment, all of which are governed by the
type of leader sequence used.

Each expression strategy possesses its own unique

advantages and disadvantages.

1.4.3.1 Cytoplasmic expression

Cytoplasmic expression is a very straightforward procedure but this method requires a
very high level of expression to overcome protease degradation that may otherwise
lead to the product accumulating in the form of insoluble inclusion bodies. This often
results in the need for re-solubilisation-renaturation processes that consequently give
low yield (Buchner and Rudolf 1991). Carlson et al. (1995) gives an extensive insight
into the problems associated with the recovery of cytoplasmic products such as
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plasmid DNA from E. coli cells. Non-selective recovery methods such as sonication,
homogenisation, microfluidization, bead milling and nebulization were evaluated for
the extraction o f the cytoplasmic product. Carlson et al. (1995) reported severe loss
of product i.e. almost complete degradation in all methods except microfluidization
and bead milling which gave acceptable recovery levels. In the majority of cases
product damage was due to high shear rates and cavitation. Besides product damage
the formation o f fine debris and contaminants of similar size to the product, e.g.
genomic DNA fragments, place a heavy burden on subsequent separation and
purification steps, e.g. fouling of chromatography columns (Hearle et al., 1994) and
filters (Gray et al., 1973). The best processing method was bead milling with over
90% of plasmid remaining intact. The report demonstrates the negative aspects of
cytoplasmic expression.

However in recent years chemical lysis, often associated

with lower shear rates, has proven to be more desirable for cytoplasmic product
recovery (Levy et al., 1999).

1.4.3.2 Periplasmic expression

A large numbers o f products have been successfully secreted into the periplasm with
the help of a variety of leader sequences.

The majority of products are correctly

folded at this point (Little et al., 1989). Murrell (1998) illustrates the effectiveness of
periplasmic expression by using a MalE protein synthesised in the cytoplasm as a
precursor protein.

Its amino acid leader sequence directed the molecule to the

periplasm and upon entry the signal sequence was cleaved by signal peptidase. Very
little quantity of generic molecules are found in this space hence the expressed
product can be contained as a relatively pure component. The product can later be
extracted by means o f selective disruption such as selective chemical lysis, where
disruption is only targeted to the outer membrane while the inner membrane remains
intact.

There are a number of concerns regarding periplasmic expression. The periplasmic
space is limited in capacity and therefore over-expression of a product may render the
outer membrane leaky and consequently loss o f product through the release into the
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surrounding media. Bowering (2000) reported periplasmic antibody fragment leakage
of up to 50%. Accumulation of product signal sequences in the periplasmic space can
lead to a heat-shock stress response and increase proteolysis (Wild et al., 1993).
Finally, it is not always possible to identify a leader sequence that will transport a
product to the required destination.

1.4.3.3 Extracellular expression

A product which is directly secreted into the extracellular media can be easily purified
from unwanted whole cells through a range of separation steps. However, a “fusion”
protein with a sequence targeting the product to the media must often be used and
hence generates the need for extra purification steps in order to fully remove this
fusion protein. In addition, products expressed extracellularly are not protected from
external stress conditions found in unit operations such as centrifuges (Neal et al.,
2003).

1.4.4 Product review

This thesis focuses on Fab’ antibody fragments expressed in the periplasmic space of
W3110 E. coli and 20 kb supercoiled plasmids expressed in the cytoplasm of DH5a
E. coli cells.

1.4.4.1 Antibodies

1.4.4.1.1

The use of antibodies

Antibodies are commonly referred to as immunoglobulins and are produced naturally
by the body with the sole purpose of combating infection and disease. However, there
is much pressure to generate pharmaceutical grade antibodies with unique specificity
and affinity in order to treat a growing number of diseases.

The use of mice
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hybridoma technology for antibody production was the first of its kind and they now
constitute a 20% share o f the biopharmaceuticals currently in development (Roque et
al., 2004). In some cases the nature of antibody binding may be all that is needed to
render the antigen inactive.

However, this is rare and in most cases the specific

binding must be complemented with either molecules that stimulate the recruitment of
the patient’s own immune cells or conjugating it with selected drugs. Examples of
antibody use include fusion of antibody fragments to radiolabels (Hudson 1999; Segal
et al., 1999) and enzymes (Chester and Hawkes 1995) for cancer imaging/therapy and
prodrug therapy (i.e. the enzyme activates the drug at the tumour site) respectively.
Whatever the approach, the success rate of a potential antibody candidate will depend
on the nature of the conjugate linker used, the potency of the drug and the ease of
manufacture.

1.4.4.1.2 Structure of antibodies and antibody fragments

A typical antibody consists o f two polypeptide light chains linked by disulfide bonds
to two heavy chains in the form of a Y-shape. Each chain is divided into sub-domains
with each light chain consisting of one variable and one constant domain and each
heavy chain consisting of one variable and three constant domains.

The variable

domain of both chains combine to form the specific antigen-binding site often referred
to as the complementary determining region (CDR).

The efficiency of CDRs is

greatly improved with the existence of the flexible hinge region that allows for change
in distance between the two binding sites.

Antibody fragments, such as Fab’ molecules, contain the variable and constant
domains of the light chain and the corresponding heavy chain domains. They have
been reported to have the same affinity as whole antibodies (Shibui et al., 1993). In
recent years a number o f scientists have enhanced the affinity of Fab’ fragments by
linking of two fragments (Carter et al., 1992; Rodrigues et al., 1993) thus improving
the probability of antibody-antigen binding.
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1.4.4.1.3 Antibody production and purification

Antibody development typically takes in excess of 10 years before market release
(Brekke et al., 2003). The first step in antibody development is to select the source
and to screen antibodies for affinity and specificity to a target antigen. The chosen
antibody/antibody fragment can then be modified in format and expressed in an
organism of choice, usually mammalian cells (Willems et al., 2003) or bacterial cells
such as E. coli (Humphreys et al., 2003). To achieve correct product folding in E. coli
the antibody fragments are directed into the periplasmic space where the oxidation of
cysteine thiols to disulfides occur (Humphrey et al., 2004). Expression into either the
cytoplasm or extracellular matrix of E. coli leads to incorrect folding and formation of
inclusion bodies thus rendering them unfit for antigen affinity.

The main

disadvantage with using mammalian and bacterial host cells is the associated costs of
production and purification. An alternative method of producing antibodies is to now
use transgenic plants which act as bioreactors to cultivate the product. Plants possess
a number of advantages such as low production cost, easy to handle, and are free from
human pathogens. However, this form of production is still in early development
with much research needed to prove its efficacy and potency.

Upon completion o f the fermentation the antibody product is recovered and purified
to a high level. As a rule of thumb downstream processing accounts for 50-80% of
the overall process manufacturing cost (Roque et al., 2004) and as such the challenge
facing industry is to increase efficiency and reduce cost of operation.

During

downstream processing there is considerable effort to reduce flow stresses as this
could lead to damage or contamination of product e.g. incorporation of a hydrohermetic feed to reduce the shear stresses at the feed inlet of large scale centrifuges.
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1.4.4.2 Plasmids

1.4.4.2.1

The use of plasmids

The use of plasmid DNA for gene therapy and vaccination has gained considerable
attention over the last decade (Wang et al., 2004).

A recent report estimated the

number of DNA products in clinical trials to be in excess of 600 (Prather et al., 2003).

Plasmids are double stranded DNA molecules which carry genetic information. Apart
from their helical structure, they occur in a range of shapes, namely the linear form,
open circular (OC) and supercoiled (SC) of which the SC plasmid DNA are the most
common form for product delivery (Prazeres et al., 2004). These macromolecules are
used for gene therapy and DNA vaccination (Wang et al., 2004) where they can
express molecules that mimic intracellular pathogenic infections and trigger both
humoral B-cell and cellular T-cell responses (Prather et al., 2003). This feature makes
plasmid DNA vaccines more attractive than protein based vaccines that generally only
elicit humoral responses.

However the process of plasmid development and

manufacture pose a difficult challenge whereby the focus is to produce a consistency
in purity, potency, efficiency and safety which is compliant with the Food and Drugs
Administration (FDA) and European Medicines Evaluation Agency (EMEA)
regulations. The following section gives an overview o f plasmid DNA vaccines from
forming the construct through to patient delivery.

1.4.4.2.2

Plasmid construction

When constructing a DNA plasmid for therapeutic applications, a number of key
features need to be addressed including the nature of the antigenic protein, size of
plasmid, copy number and molecular stability.

Stage one involves specifying the antigen and its use in treatment of disease. The
code for this antigen is then inserted into the appropriate plasmid vector usually
supercoiled circular DNA (Levy et al., 2000). Positioned on the plasmid are a number
o f functional groups which dictate the behaviour of the plasmid.

O f these, the
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replication origin governs the plasmid copy number i.e. the rate of plasmid
multiplication. High copy numbers are desirable as it gives a higher yield of plasmid
per unit cell (Durland et al., 1998). Another critical element o f plasmids is a selective
marker such as an antibiotic resistance gene.

The function of the marker is to

suppress growth of plasmid free bacteria during fermentation. This is achieved by
addition of the antibiotic to the growth media which kills bacteria absent of the
resistant gene but allows the continuous growth of those possessing the plasmid
resistant genes. In addition, high copy number characteristics frequently reduce the
growth rate of plasmid containing cells and as a result without the resistant gene
plasmid free cells would quickly outgrow the target cell. Although this method of
selectivity is simple and effective, there are concerns that the antibiotic added to the
initial fermentation may contaminate downstream purification steps and the final
plasmid product (Durland et al., 1998).

Once the plasmid construct has been established, a suitable host organism must be
selected. Desirable cell phenotypes include the ability to reach high cell densities
during fermentation, easy to handle, minimal potential for genetic mutation and
compatible with subsequent downstream purification steps.

1.4.4.2.3 Plasmid recovery

One of the main challenges with plasmid recovery during downstream processing is to
design a process that enables the release of the plasmid product for the host cell and
removal of the numerous sources o f impurities including RNA, genomic DNA,
proteins, and endotoxins without damage to the product, until the desired specification
is achieved. Many of these contaminants possess very similar physical and chemical
characteristics to the plasmid and therefore careful consideration of the unit operation
sequence should be made. It is mandatory that high purity specifications are obtained
when the manufactured product is intended for therapeutic applications. Ideally the
overall process should consist o f a limited number of steps with the aim of reducing
processing costs, operating time and labour charges without a compromise in product
quality.
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A typical process example for manufacturing and recovery of DNA vaccines starts
with a fermentation o f recombinant E. coli cells followed by centrifuge harvesting and
chemical lysis (Ciccolini et al., 2002; Levy et al., 2000). During chemical lysis all
forms of DNA are denatured but providing conditions are controlled the denaturation
of plasmids is reversible.

The plasmid may then be recovered by filtration and

purified by chromatograph before formulation. Throughout all these procedures the
shear sensitivity o f DNA must not be ignored.

E. coli chromosomal DNA is significantly larger than plasmid DNA (i.e. 4500kbp and
<50kbp respectively) and therefore theoretically speaking the separation of these two
DNA forms should be straight forward. However because of their delicate nature any
shear effects encountered will shred the molecules into fine fragments; the sensitivity
of which is critically dependant on plasmid size and ionic strength o f the environment.
Shear effects can convert the desired SC form of the plasmid to an OC or linear form
rendering it useless. Levy et al. (1999) has previously shown that plasmid size > 20
kbp are sensitive to shear rates in excess of 1 x 106 s'1. In many process situations the
genomic DNA is fragmented into molecular sizes comparable to plasmid DNA and
hence adversely affects the performance and recovery from subsequent unit
operations.

1.4.4.2.4 Therapeutic application

The following section explains how DNA vaccines can be used for therapeutic
applications. The purified and formulated plasmid encoding the antigen protein is
injected into intramuscular tissue via a gene gun, after which the plasmid begins to
produce the antigenic protein. The proteins are presented on the MHC I receptors of
the antigen presenting cells (APC) which subsequently activate a cascade of immune
responses. DNA vaccines offer a number of advantages over protein vaccines. The
encoded protein is expressed in its natural form exactly as it would do by the
pathogen and they induce both humoral and cell mediated responses making them
superior to protein based vaccines which generally only stimulate the humoral
immune pathway (Prather et al., 2003).
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A comparison between Gram +ve and -v e bacterial cell envelopes.
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Schematic illustration of an outer membrane lipopolysaccharide
consisting of a lipid A region and hydrophilic polysaccharide.
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Figure 1.6

A schematic representation of a Gram -v e E. coli cell envelope. The
outer cell membrane consists of lipopolysaccharides attached to a
phospholipid foundation.

Embedded between the outer and inner

membrane is a peptidoglycan layer and the periplasmic space (Prescott
et al., 1999).
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Figure 1.7

The structure o f a peptidoglycan layer. (G) represents a molecule of Nacetylglucosamine; (M) represents a N-acetylmuramic acid chain and
(C) is the polymeric form of the molecules as they appear in the
peptidoglycan layer.
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Figure 1.8

A schematic illustration showing the importance of free H+ ions for
transport of solutes in and out of a prokaryotic cell. (A) corresponds to
aerobic respiration and (B) corresponds to anaerobic respiration
(Alberts et al., 1994).
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A schematic representation of an antibody molecule showing the Fab’
and Fc domains.

The two antigen binding sites are identical and

connected to the Fc domain via the hinge region. Each of the heavy and
light chains are linked by disulphide bonds.
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Schematic representation of a typical plasmid DNA construct.
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1.5 Stresses in bioprocess unit operations

During bioprocess development, besides choosing the cell strain and expression
system to use, an equally important consideration is the optimisation of unit
operations to ensure minimum loss of integrity of labile materials. The detrimental
physical and biological effects of flow stresses have been widely documented for
mammalian, bacterial and plant cells (Yim et al., 2000; Doran, 1993). These effects
have also been observed at large scale with bioprocess equipment such as
homogenisers (Shamlou et al., 1995; Maa et al., 1996), crossflow filtration rigs
(Jaouen et al. 1999), centrifuges (Dunlop et al., 1994; Papoutsakis 1991) bioreactors
(Virkar et al., 1982; Hewitt et al., 1998) and pumps (Virkar et al., 1981). Figure 1.11
provides a rough estimation of the energy dissipation associated with operating
different bioprocess units; the energy dissipation is notoriously difficult to define,
especially in complex flow fields and with multiphase suspensions commonly faced
in downstream processing.

Shear rate can influence the performance of all unit operations, from upstream
fermentation to vialing, and the understanding of these effects is essential if one aims
to maximise product yield. Shear rate can easily convert a sensitive cell or product
into a non-desirable form. For example, Levy et al. (1999) have shown that plasmids
of >20 kb are sensitive to a shear rate of 1 x 106 s'1, which are commonly experienced
in many unit operations. Lencki et al. (1993) demonstrated that macromolecules such
as proteins, are normally stable up to a shear rate threshold but beyond this loss of
viability is evident. The following section gives a brief introduction into the flow
stresses experienced in downstream bioprocess operations and their effects on product
stability.
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Estimation of fluid energy dissipation associated with different
bioprocess units (Yim et al., 2000).
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1.5.1 Centrifuge stresses

Centrifuges are renowned for their high shear at the entrance zone (Maybury et al.,
1998) and although new designs are addressing this, the problem still exists for
sensitive biomaterials.

Particle size and strength have a major influence on the

separation efficiency of a centrifuge. With the presence of a high shear field during
entry into a centrifuge, cells can potentially be reduced in size. This can cascade on to
affect recovery performance, cost, and quality o f material.
demonstrated this phenomenon with protein precipitates.

Byrne et al. (2002)
A positive correlation

between precipitate robustness and clarification efficiency was evident.

Small

compact precipitates were more resilient to the high shear and hence achieved better
clarification than larger fragile precipitates that fragmented and became difficult to
separate.

Filter centrifuges have been used in the recovery o f shear sensitive materials such as
nematodes (Surrey and Davies 1996), precipitates (Shah and Kothari 1991) and
cellulase (Ramamurthy et al., 1992). Limited work has been published on the effect
of fluid-induced damage to biological materials during filter centrifugation. However,
Boulding et al. (2002) focused on mapping the hydrodynamic conditions i.e. energy
dissipation and shear rate in a pilot-scale filter centrifuge in order to assess the
primary recovery o f single-chain Fv antibody fragments:

Computational Fluid

Dynamics (CFD) simulation of the pilot-scale filter centrifuge (Figure 1.12),
operating at a rotational speed of 3000 rpm, estimated the energy dissipation and
shear rate occurring along the filter cloth to be in the order of 2 x 105 W .kg'1 and 1.88
x 104 s"1 respectively. These conditions were reported to lead to the recovery of only
85% of the antibody product.

Neal et al. (2003) extended the CFD simulation work to include disc stack
centrifuges. The centrifuge performance was again predicted with CFD analysis in
conjunction with experimental trials. It was established that the maximum shear rate
of a pilot-scale disc stack, operating at 7500 rpm, was 1 x 104 s"1 and was
concentrated around the spindle nut. This level o f shear was sufficient to reduce the
size of antibody precipitates from an average size of 14.5 pm to 5.3 pm. Boychyn et
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al. (2004) mapped the energy dissipation for the same type centrifuge operating at a
rotational speed o f 9900 rpm; the maximum energy dissipation rate was estimated to
be 2 x 105 W.kg'1. Byrne et al. (2002) and Maybury et al. (2000) identified the same
region of high shear in a disc stack centrifuge demonstrating particle break-up/ cell
damage upon contact with the spindle nut.

Similar cell damage results were reported by Boychyn et al. (2001) for a multi
chamber centrifuge.

CFD simulations of the multi-chamber bowl (Figure 1.13)

running continuously with a flooded and non-flooded feed zone were carried out, with
the highest energy dissipation rate concentrated around the spindle nut and along the
base and exit o f the inner chamber. The maximum energy dissipation experienced in
the flooded and non-flooded configurations were 6 x 105 and 12 x 105 W kg'1
respectively. This confirmed that non-flooded conditions generate more cell damage.
This was also supported by a reduction in subsequent clarification performance of
precipitate suspensions.

1.5.2. Crossflow filtration stresses

Centrifuge recovery o f biological species is often very efficient but cell damage is a
common occurrence for fragile materials (Jaouen et al., 1999). An alternative is the
use of low shear cross-flow microfiltration where suspensions are concentrated by
recycling across the membrane surface. Typical industrial use of crossflow filtration
includes primary concentration of material from fermentation broths, and sterile
filtration as a final polishing step. Shown in Figure 1.14 is a typical layout of a crossflow filtration rig. The separation technique is generally associated with low shear
across the membrane surface (Virkar et al., 1981; Bowen et al., 1992). However, if
the shear levels exceed the critical stress of the product in question shear damage will
occur. Bowen et al. (1992) describes the loss of enzyme activity by shear-induced
deformation from prolonged membrane interactions.

The enzyme activity was

observed to decrease by up to 20%.

Filtration pumps play a significant role in the performance of filters as they are central
to controlling flowrate, permeate flux and membrane fouling. The effect of shear
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stresses in various filtration pumps was investigated by Jaouen et al. (1999) with a
number of intriguing conclusions.

Fragile biological microalgae material i.e.

Tetraselmis suecica was circulated though a cross-flow microfiltration unit with
different types of pump and different pump flow rates.

It was reported that the

intensity o f the induced shear stress was a function of pump design and flowrate, with
centrifugal pumps causing the highest loss of cell viability. Similar observations were
reported by Vandanjon et al. (1999), where centrifugal pumps proved most
detrimental to Skeletonema costatum cells.

Throttling valves, often found on filtration rigs, have also been demonstrated to
contribute to the cell damage process.

As cells pass through throttling valves

differential pressure can inflict cell damage (Schutte et al., 1990; Save et al., 1994).
Vandanjon et al. (1999) compared the performance of two valves, namely a globe
valve and a ball valve using the pressure drop coefficient (Kv).

Under the same

pressure drop coefficient a globe valve caused more damage to cells than a ball valve.
Furthermore, Vogel et al. (1999) demonstrate how cell damage can speed up
membrane clogging.

1.5.3 Homogenisation stresses

Following primary separation, the isolation of intracellular products such as proteins
and enzymes involve the disruption o f the cell envelope. Conventional cell disruption
of microbial cells to release intracellular components is achieved through the use of
homogenisers (Hetherington 1971; Scawen 1980) and high-speed bead milling
(Schutte 1983). A commonly used device to rupture cells is the Manton Gaulin APV
homogeniser (Bowering 2000; Chisti and Moo-Young 1986) (Figure 1.15). Optimum
performance is characterised by maximum product release whilst limiting the
exposure time in order to minimise product degradation and formation of fine cell
debris that can have adverse effects on further downstream purification steps (Siddiqi
et al., 1997; Mosqueira et al., 1981). For example, fine debris has previously been
shown to foul chromatography columns (Hearle et al., 1994) and block filter
membranes hence reducing membrane flux (Gray et al., 1973; Kula et al., 1990;
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Virkar et al., 1982). However, with subsequent centrifugation steps performance is
only compromised if the debris is of similar density to the product of interest.

A common form of homogeniser stress is fluid mechanical stress caused by turbulent
flow in the core of the homogeniser valve (Doulah et al., 1975; Cherry et al. 1986;
Shamlou et al. 1993). Cherry et al. (1986) and Shamlou et al. (1993) assessed the
effect of fluid induced stresses in turbulent flow on cell viability and concluded that
the key parameter was the size ratio of cells to eddies. Shear stresses are thought to
occur when the eddy size falls below that of the cell. In situations where the eddy size
exceeds the cell size, breakage is most likely due to the mechanical stresses caused by
pressure fluctuations. Doulah et al. (1975) further supports the concept of turbulent
flow as the main contributing factor to cell rupture. However, it was suggested that
oscillation of the cell suspension, as a result of turbulent conditions, caused cell
breakage. When the kinetic energy o f the oscillating motion exceeds the wall strength
of cells, damage is expected to occur.

In a more recent publication (Shamlou et al., 1995), a model was devised for
predicting yeast cell breakage in a homogeniser. The theory, based on elongation
stresses, suggests that cells flowing out of the homogeniser valve strike the impact
ring before forming a plane hyperbolic flow field responsible for the extensional
stresses. It was assumed that cell rupture occurs when the elongation stresses exceed
the mechanical strength of the cells.

Collins et al. (1996) reports on the recent

commercialisation of a new homogenisation device, which relies entirely on flow of
suspensions through a narrow orifice to achieve disruption and suggested that
elongation stresses play a key role in the disruption process.

Kesharvez-Moore et al. (1990) carried out an extensive investigation on the effects of
valve unit configuration, impact ring and impact distance on disruption of yeast cells.
It was reported that impact effects played a significant role in the disruption process
with higher impact stress generating more cell breakage.

With increasing impact

distance cell breakage was observed to drop. Varying the valve unit configuration
also contributed to cell breakage with knife-edged valves causing most damage.
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1.5.4 Chemical lysis stresses

Other forms of intracellular product recovery include chemical methods such as
alkaline lysis used for recovery of plasmid DNA (Ciccolini et al., 2002; Durland et al.,
1998). The process involves mixing whole cells containing the plasmid with lysis
reagents such as sodium dodecyl sulfate in a mixing vessel with typical shear rates of
46 s '1 to 461 s'1 (Ciccolini et al., 2002; Hamby et al., 1992). Genomic and plasmid
DNA released from cells during chemical lysis are fragile entities and prolonged
exposure to the shear rates found in the mixing vessel can result in genomic fragments
o f similar physical and chemical properties to the plasmid that are difficult to separate
(Durland et al., 1998).

1.5.5 Chromatography and formulation stresses

Chromatography technology is generally incorporated into the latter stages of
downstream processing, e.g. for the purification of therapeutic molecules, and can be
considered a gentle process with negligible shear. Lutkemeyer et al. (1999) tested the
shear environment of an expanded-bed chromatography column using sensitive
hybridoma cells and reported that neither the high flow rates nor the passage through
the column caused any relevant cell damage or clogging of the gel.

However,

associated mixing tanks and peristaltic pumps generated some cell debris and
therefore it is paramount that the correct hardware components are used with
chromatography columns to achieve the desired performance.

At the formulation

stage products are usually in a concentrated and highly pure state and hence
considered as high value.

Any damage at this stage is particularly undesirable.

Stresses resulting from injection into vials may pose a potential concern.
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Figure 1.12

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulation of a filter centrifuge
(Boulding et al., 2002) and the inlet of a disc-stack centrifuge (Boychyn
et al., 2004) respectively. The plots illustrate the potential and kinetic
energy involved with the centrifuge zones during operation. The red
regions represent most intense energy and in certain cases where the
energy dissipation is high cell damage has been reported.
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Figure 1.13

CFD analysis of a flooded (A) and non-flooded (B) inlet zone of a
multi-chamber centrifuge (Boychyn et al., 2001).

Both centrifuge

bowls were operated with a flow rate of 22 L.h'1 and a rotational speed
of 10,000 rpm. The maximum energy dissipation in the non-flooded
operation was 12 x 105 W .kg1. The plots illustrate the potential and
kinetic energy involved with the centrifuge zones during operation.
The red regions represent most intense energy and in certain cases
where the energy dissipation is high cell damage has been reported.
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Schematic diagram o f a cross-flow filtration rig: pumps and valves
induce shear damage.
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Figure 1.15

Homogeniser valve geometry. Cell damage occurs as a result of lateral
movement across the orifice and impact with the impact ring.
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1.6 Scale-down
Up to this point much o f the emphasis has been directed at the considerable literature
on breakage of materials during biomanufacturing processes. The objective of this
thesis is to use the evidence and understanding of stress related cell responses to
identify the primary flow stresses existent in bioprocess equipment, namely discharge
in a disc stack centrifuge and to mimic closely these conditions in a purpose built
small-scale device.

1.6.1 Scale-down philosophy
There is increasing pressure exerted on biopharmaceutical manufacturers to develop
and deliver new products to the market in very short time frames (Varga et al., 2001).
Traditionally the approach to this crisis would involve huge investment into
development at the pilot-scale capacity, which is costly, labour intensive and time
consuming. However, as raw materials become more expensive and world population
health-care demands rise, the ability to work in this fashion soon becomes unfeasible.
It has been estimated that late delivery o f final products puts a figure of SI million for
each day delayed (Willoughby et al., 2004). The current work involves developing a
scale-down device as a rapid tool for bioprocess optimisation and reducing
development time.

The goal of any scale-down model is to simulate the conditions of its large-scale
counterpart thus enabling the performance of the large-scale machine to be predicted
early on in the design and development of a bioprocess manufacturing facility. This
involves a detailed understanding o f the large-scale flow dynamics before identifying
the key parameters for scaling purposes.

Scale-down is particularly advantageous

when dealing with materials at the early stages of bioprocess development where only
small quantities of test material are made available because fermentations are operated
at small-scale during this initial phase.

Furthermore, as the process development

matures extensive trials are required for optimisation and if a robust small-scale
methodology were available then there would be potential for significant reduction in
development costs and time (Siddiqi et al., 1997). These considerations provide the
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incentive for the current work in which a ultra scale-down approach will be devised to
mimic large-scale centrifuge separation o f E. coli cells.

1.6.2 Scale-down achievements

1.6.2.1 General scale-down

Scale-down is well established in the field of fermentation but less so further
downstream (Siddiqi et al., 1997). In some cases, scale-down may be accomplished
simply by geometrically reducing the size of the equipment as in the case of a stirred
tank reactor. A typical example is the scale-down of precipitation. The properties of
protein precipitates at small-scale can be kept consistent with large-scale by ensuring
that the mechanical and process parameters such as tank and impeller ratios and the
Camp number respectively are maintained between scales of operation (Boychyn et
al., 2000; Neal et al., 2003). However this scaling technique only applies to a limited
range o f process units.

1.6.2.2 Scale-down of centrifuge clarification

A common method of comparing centrifuge separation performance is to use the
Sigma theory (X), which describes the settling characteristics of a particle in a
centrifuge (Ambler 1959).

Based on this theory, assuming that all particles are

identical throughout the separation process, then by maintaining the same flow rate to
Sigma area ratio (Q/X) at large and small-scale the clarification performance should
be comparable as demonstrated by Boychyn et al. (2000) in Figure 1.16. A correction
factor is normally introduced to account for non-ideal flow conditions in large-scale
equipment.

The standard Sigma concept is however, only valid for dilute suspensions. Salte et al.
(2005) reports of inaccurate clarification predictions with high E. coli cell density
broths i.e. 15% w/v where hindered settling and particle aggregation play a significant
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role. At small-scale, particle aggregation lead to larger particles with higher settling
velocity. On the other hand, the large-scale centrifuge separation environment was
semi-turbulent and hence not permitting the formation of these aggregates. Using
previously developed clarification methodology (Ambler 1959; Boychyn et al. 2001)
the small-scale results significantly over predicted the actual large-scale clarification.
To rectify the discrepancy in flow conditions, small-scale experimental samples were
diluted beforehand; accurate large-scale predictions were achieved.

1.6.2.3 Scale-down of a centrifuge feed inlet

The accuracy of the Sigma clarification theory (Q/X) is also governed by cell
robustness, which becomes less accurate with shear-sensitive biomaterials where
damage at the feed inlet zone of a large-scale centrifuge generates fine particles with
different settling characteristics to whole cells.

Boychyn et al. (2000) and

Mannweiler et al. (1989) demonstrate the challenge faced when mimicking centrifuge
separation, illustrating the extreme difficulty in quantifying the shear stresses in a
centrifuges; this is made more challenging as biological products become increasingly
complex and fragile. However, with the use of CFD to analyse and quantify the flow
environment, it is possible to predict and mimic the conditions in the feed inlet using a
rotating disc device (Boychyn et al., 2001).

The small-scale rotating disc device, as described by Levy et al. (1998), consists of a
Perspex chamber of diameter 40 mm.

The chamber height can be varied from

between 10 mm and 40 mm. Housed inside the chamber is a flat circular disc that is
powered by an external DC motor. The mimic of the feed inlet typically involves
solving the flow equations in order to map the shear rate and energy dissipation in
both large and small-scale devices and to then determine the small-scale settings
necessary to achieve similar hydrodynamic conditions. By using this approach in
combination with the Sigma theory, much improved clarification comparisons
between larger and small-scale were achieved for shear sensitive materials. This ultra
scale-down approach both yields quantitative information of the effect of the process
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environment on the material and also the means to translate this prediction to full
scale.

The CFD analysis in Figure 1.17 illustrates the energy dissipation associated with
operating the disc device at a rotational speed of 415 and 545 rps. These conditions
were used to provide an estimate of how shear sensitive particles might respond to the
forces prevailing in a centrifuge feed inlet slich as for a multi-chamber bowl with an
maximum energy dissipation rate of 12 x 105 W.kg’1 (Boychyn et al., 2001).

An alternative method to predict and mimic the response of suspensions to the feed
inlet is to use the less laborious tip velocity approach. In this approach the velocity at
the tip of the centrifuge spindle nut and the velocity in the rotating disc device are
kept the same (Neal 2005).

1.6.2.4 Scale-down of a centrifuge by reducing the number of active discs

Other significant scale-down advances in the centrifuge field include work by
Maybury et al. (1998) where the number of separating discs and bowl space were
reduced enabling a reduction in volume of process material to be used for clarification
studies. A 76% scale-down of the settling area in conjunction with a 70% reduction
in bowl volume was achieved whilst still maintaining a separation performance
similar to that o f a full-scale machine. The settling area was reduced by replacing
active discs with solid stainless steel blanks. The separation performance o f the fullscale machine and scale-down version were compared using the grade efficiency
concept.

This concept was built on earlier work by Mannweiler et al. (1992).

Mannweiler et al. (1992) highlighted the importance of correctly positioning the
blanks on recovery performance. Blanking the active discs at the top of the centrifuge
resulted in poor clarification because of the occurrence of turbulence as the feed was
separated in the lower discs. However, by raising the position of the active discs i.e.
blanking the lowest section of the separation area the recovery performance was
comparable to the full-scale disc stack centrifuge. Although the work of Mannweiler
et al. (1992) and Maybury et al. (1998) successfully demonstrate the scale-down of a
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centrifuge, the method still required several litres o f process material; a more ideal
scale-down device would require only millilitres of test material.

1.6.2.5 Scale down: future work
The scale-down of a continuous/intermittent industrial centrifuge is still in its infancy.
The most relevant work has been achieved in the development of models to predict
feed inlet conditions and clarification efficiency (Mannweiler et al., 1992; Maybury et
al., 1999; Boychyn 2000). Recent advances in computational fluid dynamics have
provided an additional tool for quantifying the complex flow patterns found in
centrifuges. However, there exists no comprehensive review of the effects o f solids
discharge on whole cell and product viability.

Gray et al. (1972) does however

demonstrate the undesirable damage to cells during product recovery via discharge.
The scale-down approach for this thesis will be, in the first instance, to assess and
understand cell response to large-scale discharge and then select a suitable small-scale
tool to mimic these conditions.

To summarise the potential of scale-down practice, Figure 1.18 features some of the
differences between conventional process design and the scale-down approach
(personal communication with Titchener-Hooker N, Titchener-Hooker et al., 2001).
As the new generation o f biopharmaceutical products become more complex the FDA
safety regulations follow suite by raising the margins for acceptability. As a result,
over 90% of all products fail during the development phase making large-scale
conventional technology unfavourable until the late stages of completion where
process operations have been satisfactorily defined.

The scale-down version uses

millitre quantities o f test material to identify critical process issues before moving to
pilot-scale confirmation trials.

1.7 Project aims
The general reason for pushing towards better and more diverse scale-down
technology is to have the ability to run extensive trials during early bioprocess
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development using only millilitre quantities o f raw material to identify desired
operating conditions. To date, much success has already been accumulated in the
scale-down of a centrifuge operation, namely the feed inlet and clarification. This
project develops the scale-down research to include mimicking the recovery of solid
paste via intermittent discharge through centrifuge nozzles. The task will involve
designing a novel scale-down methodology, and reducing the quantity of test material
required to predict the performance of a large-scale centrifuge. Additionally, solids
recovery from different centrifuge models will be investigated and possible routes of
optimisation explored.
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A probability-log relationship o f percentage clarification and equivalent
flow rate per centrifuge separation area for polyvinyl acetate particles
(Boychyn et al., 2000).
Symbols: Q is the flow rate; C is a correction factor; Z is the settling
area; V is the sample volume; t is the residence time in the lab
centrifuge; me is the multichamber centrifuge and lab is the laboratory
centrifuge.
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Figure 1.17

CFD analysis of a fully flooded shear cell operating at 415 rps (A) and
545 rps (B) to mimic a flooded and non-flooded multi-chamber bowl
respectively (Boychyn et al., 2001). The maximum energy dissipation
rate generated from the shear cell mimic of the non-flooded centrifuge
was 6 x 105 W.kg"1. The plots illustrate the potential and kinetic energy
involved with the shear cell during operation. The red regions represent
most intense energy and in certain cases where the energy dissipation is
high cell damage has been reported.
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Pilot scale
Bioprocess modelling
Pre-clinical

Pre-clinical

scale-down
Isolation/Synthesis

f Isolation/Synthesis
Discovery

Figure 1.18

Discovery

Comparison between conventional and scale-down technology in a
biopharmaceutical lifecycle.
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2 MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 Chemicals

All chemicals, unless otherwise stated, were obtained from Sigma Aldrich (Dorset,
UK) and were o f analytical grade.

2.2 Microorganisms
The W 3110 and DH5a E. coli working cell banks were supplied by Celltech (Slough,
UK) and GlaxoSmithKline (Kent, UK) respectively and stored at -80°C.

2.3 Fermentation of W3110 E. coli with expression of Fab’ antibody fragments
The pH-stat fermentation strategy (Garcia-Arrazola et al., 2005) was used for
producing W 3110 E. coli cells for the work presented in this thesis.

2.3.1 Sterilisation

All ancillaries and inoculum media were steam sterilised in an autoclave (The
Sterilizing Equipment Company Ltd., Leicester, UK) at 121°C for 20 min. A 20 L
fermenter vessel (Applikon, Scheidam, Holland) was filled with 11.25 L defined
media and sterilised at 121°C with an overhead pressure o f 1.2 bar for 20 min.

2.3.2 Inoculum preparation

Tetracycline (10 mg.mL'1) was added to five sterilised 2 L baffled shake flasks
containing 0.25 L complex media (Table 2.1) through a sterile 0.2 (im filter in a
laminar flow hood. Each flask was then inoculated with a vial (250 |iL) from the
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working cell bank and left to incubate in a G25 shaker (New Brunswick Scientific
Ltd, UK) at 200 rpm and 30°C.

The optical density (OD) was monitored at an

absorbance o f 600 nm using the DU-spectrophotometer (Beckman Instruments Ltd.,
High Wycombe, UK).

On reaching an OD o f 3.0, 25 mL from each flask was

transferred into flasks containing 0.25 L defined media and left to incubate in the G25
shaker at 200 rpm and 30°C until an OD o f 3.0 was achieved. The defined media
composition can be found in Table 2.2 and 2.3.

2.3.3 Production at the 20 L scale

The fermentation o f W 3110 E. coli was carried out in a 20 L fermenter vessel
(Applikon, Scheidam, Holland) (Figure 2.1) and computer controlled using the
BioXpert software (Applikon, Scheidam, Holland). All data was logged using the
MTX PROPACK software (Acquisition Systems, Berkshire, UK).

The working

volume o f the 20 L fermenter was 12.5 L o f which 10% (v/v) was defined media
inoculum. The agitation rate and airflow rate were set at 500 rpm and 2.5 L.min'1
respectively.

Dissolved oxygen tension (DOT) was measured using a DOT probe

(Broadley Technologies, UK) and maintained at 30%. Foaming was controlled by the
addition o f sterile polypropylene glycol antifoam (2000 grade) (Fisher Scientific,
UK). The initial working temperature was fixed at 30°C. The pH was set at 6.95 +/0.5 and monitored using a pH probe (Broadley Technologies Ltd, UK) and controlled
with additions o f either sulphuric acid (5% v/v) or ammonium hydroxide (15% v/v).
A glycerol reservoir was linked to the base control (ammonia hydroxide) and
fermenter by using a double peristaltic head pump (Applikon, Schiedam, Holland).
During pH control, i.e. as cells produce acetate, glycerol was added to the fermenter at
the same rate as the ammonium hydroxide and thus avoiding glycerol oscillation in
the fermentation media. The glycerol reservoir was disconnected before the lactose
induction. When the OD reached 50 the fermenter was induced with lactose (60 g.L"
‘) and the temperature was adjusted to 27°C in order to reduce specific growth rate
and promote correct folding o f the Fab’ antibody fragment. The 20 L fermentation
was run for a total o f 48 h before harvesting. The final cell biomass concentration and
Fab’ antibody fragment concentration were 100 g.L"1 (WCW) and 200 mg.L"1
respectively.
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Figure 2.1

The Applikon 20 L fermenter used to generate W 3110 E. coli.
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Compound

Concentration

NaCl (VW R International, UK)

1 g .L (

Yeast extract (OXOID Ltd., UK))

2 g.L'1

Phytone (Becton Dickinson Ltd., UK)

3.2 g.L'1

Table 2.1

Preparation o f complex media.

Compounds

Concentration

(NH4)2S 0 4

5 g.L'1

NaH2P 0 4

2.8 g.L'1

KC1

3.87 g.L'1

Citric acid

4 g .L 1

Glycerol

30 g .L 1

Trace elements*

10 m L .L 1

M gS 04.7H20

1 g-L"1

Chloramphenicol

0.025 g.L'1

Table 2.2

Preparation o f defined media (*See Table 2.3).

Compounds

Concentration

Citric acid

100 g.L'1

CaCl2.6H20

5 g.L"1

Z nS04.7H20

2.46 g.L'1

M nS04.4H20

2 g.L -

Cu S 0 4.5H20

0.5 g.L'1

C oS 0 4.7H20

0.427 g .L 1

FeCl3.6H20

9.67 g.L’1

H3BO3

0.03 g.L’1

N aM o04.2H20

0.024 g.L’1

Table 2.3

Preparation o f trace elements.
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2.4 Fermentation of DH5a E. coli with expression of plasmid pQR150 (20kB)

2.4.1 Sterilisation
All ancillaries and inoculum media were steam sterilised in an autoclave (The
Sterilizing Equipment Company Ltd., Leicester, UK) at 121 °C for 20 min. The 75
and 450 L fermenters were filled with 45 and 300 L o f 2xTerrific broth (Table 2.4)
respectively and sterilised at 121 °C with an overhead pressure o f 1.2 bar for 20 min.

2.4.2 Inoculum preparation
Kanamycin (50 (O-g.mL1) was added to eight sterilised 2 L baffled shake flasks
containing 0.5 L 2xTerrific broth (Table 2.4) through a sterile 0.2 fim filter in a
laminar flow hood. Each flask was inoculated with a vial (250 |iL) from the working
cell bank and left to incubate in a G25 shaker (New Brunswick Scientific Ltd, UK) at
250 rpm and 37°C for 12 h. The optical density (OD) was monitored at an absorbance
o f 600 nm using the DU-spectrophotometer (Beckman Instruments Ltd., High
Wycombe, UK). On reaching an OD o f 4.5, a total of 2.25 L was used to inoculate
the 75 L fermenter.

2.4.3 75 L fermenter inoculation

A 75 L fermenter vessel (LH 1075 series stainless steel vessel, Inceltech, Slough, UK)
was used to scale up production (Figure 2.2). All data was logged using the MTX
PROPACK software (Acquisition Systems, Berkshire, UK). The working volume o f
the 75 L fermenter was 45 L o f which 5% (v/v) was shake flask inoculum.

The

agitation rate and airflow rate were set at 500 rpm and 25 L.min'1 respectively. The
pH was set at 7 +/- 0.5 and monitored using a Mettler Toledo pH probe (Mettler
Toledo Ltd, UK). The pH was controlled with additions o f either sulphuric acid (1M)
or sodium hydroxide (1M). Dissolved oxygen tension (DOT) was measured using a
Mettler Toledo DOT probe (Mettler Toledo Ltd, UK) and maintained at 30%.
Foaming was controlled by the addition o f sterile polypropylene glycol antifoam
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(2000 grade) (Fisher Scientific, UK). The working temperature was fixed at 37°C.
The fermenter was left to run for approximately 12 h until an OD o f 30 was achieved.
The media was then used to inoculate the 450 L fermenter.

2.4.4 Production at the 450 L scale

The production o f D H 5a E. coli was carried out in a 450 L fermenter vessel (Chemap
AG, Volketswil, Switzerland) (Figure 2.2).

All data was logged using the MTX

PROPACK software (Acquisition Systems, Berkshire, UK). The working volume o f
the vessel was 300 L o f which 5% (v/v) was inoculum from the 75 L fermenter vessel.
The agitation rate and airflow rate were set at 200 rpm and 150 L.min'1 respectively.
The pH was set at 7 +/- 0.5 and monitored using a Mettler Toledo pH probe (Mettler
Toledo Ltd, UK).

The pH was controlled with additions o f either sulphuric acid

(0.1M ) or sodium hydroxide (4M). Dissolved oxygen tension (DOT) was measured
using a Mettler Toledo DOT probe (Mettler Toledo Ltd, UK) and maintained at 30%.
Foaming was controlled by the addition o f sterile polypropylene glycol antifoam. The
working temperature was fixed at 37°C.

The fermenter was left to run for

approximately 12 h until an OD o f 30 was achieved. The material was crash-cooled
to 12°C.

Any material designated for future use was harvested using the CARR

tubular bowl centrifuge (CARR separators Inc, MA).

The final cell biomass

concentration was 60 g.L'1 (WCW).
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Com pounds

Concentration

k h 2p o 4

4.62 g.L'1

k 2h p o 4

25.08 g.L'1

Tryptone

24 g .L 1

Yeast Extract

48 g.L'1

Glycerol

10 mL.L'1

Kanemycin

50 jig.mL'1

Table 2.4

Preparation o f 2xTerrific broth.

Figure 2.2

The Inceltech 75 L (left) and the Chemap 450 L (right) fermenter
vessels used to generate D H 5a E.coli.
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2.5 Prim ary recovery and long-term storage o f D H 5 a E. coli cells
D H 5a E. coli cell recovery from the 450 L fermentation was performed using the
CARR Powerfuge P6 tubular bowl centrifuge (CARR separators Inc, MA) because o f
its ability to achieve highly dewatered E. coli paste. The machine comprises o f a 1 L
bowl volume with a maximum rotational speed o f 15000 rpm. The centrifuge was set
to operate at 15000 rpm with a throughput o f 60 L.h"1 using a Masterflex model 751812 pump (Bamant Co., Barrington, IL, USA) during cell harvesting. The centrifuge
chamber was cooled via an outer glycol jacket. The OD (600 nm) o f the supernatant
was recorded using the DU-spectrophotometer (Beckman Instruments Ltd., High
Wycombe, UK). On accumulating a frill bowl, solids discharge was performed. The
cell paste was stored at -80°C for future use.

E. coli

Clarification

Feed

Residue

Supernatant

Sedim ent

strain

(% )

(Kg)

(Kg)

(Kg)

(Kg)

DH5oc

96

250

8

230

12

Table 2.5

A typical mass balance for D H 5a E. coli recovery via the CARR
Powerfuge tubular bowl centrifuge at a flowrate o f 60 L.hr'1 and
centrifugal rpm o f 15000.

The density o f liquid supernatant was

assumed to be the same as water i.e. lkg/m 3.
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Figure 2.3

D H 5a E. coli cell harvest using the CARR tubular bowl centrifuge.
The feed was processed through the centrifuge at a flowrate o f 60 L.h'1.
Upon saturation o f the bowl, the solid phase was discharged with the
aid o f an internal scraper. The cell paste was packaged and left in long
term storage at -80°C.
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2.6 Bioprocess equipment: general overview

2.6.1 Instron capillary device (ultra scale-down device)
The Instron capillary device (Instron Ltd, High Wycombe, UK) as shown in Figure
2.4 was modified in-house to study a range o f stress conditions. The overall size o f
the machine including the outer frame is 120 cm high, 45 cm wide and 15 cm deep.
The plunger and barrel are constructed from an aluminium alloy, i.e. Durell (Smith
Ltd, UK), with a barrel diameter and length o f 20 mm and 60 mm respectively. The
barrel holds a maximum o f 25 mL. However, throughout this study 10 mL volumes
were used (refer to section 4.1.1).

Samples are loaded into the barrel by pipette

action. As the plunger descends and contacts the sample it is immediately forced
through the capillary and collected either in a head o f buffer or impinged against a
stainless steel surface.

The plunger speed is controlled by a series o f cog

combinations and is capable o f delivering flow rates o f up to 4 x 10'6 m3.s_l through
the barrel. In total there are five different drive speeds to select from i.e. 3.33, 6.66,
8.33, 10.33 and 13.33 mm.s'1. Stainless steel capillaries with internal diameters o f
0.250, 0.330 and 0.575 mm were supplied by Coopers Needle Works Ltd.
(Birmingham, UK). Capillary lengths o f 25, 50, 75 and 100 mm were used. Once the
correct length and internal diameter is selected the capillary is screwed to the end o f
the barrel before operation. The removable impingement target is constructed from
stainless steel with a diameter and height o f 30 mm.

The main advantage o f this

machine is the ability for one to study a range o f conditions e.g. shear rate, residence
time, shear stress, discharge velocity and impact either individually or as a
combination.

2.6.2 Pilot-scale disc-stack centrifuges

2.6.2.1 CSA-1 disc-stack centrifuge
The CSA-1 hydro-hermetic disc-stack centrifuge as seen in Figure 2.5 (Westfalia
Separator AG, Oelde, Germany) was used for the majority o f the pilot-plant trials in
this thesis.

Design features o f the device include a hydro-hermetic feed zone for

reducing stress-related cell breakage, a cooling hood to prevent or reduce overheating
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o f the centrifuge bowl during operation and cleaning-in-place (CIP) capability. The
machine specifications include a bowl liquid capacity o f 0.6 L, a solid capacity o f 250
mL and an operating bowl speed o f 6100 to 9800 rpm (clockwise rotation).

The

machine is equipped with six discharge nozzles with the option o f either partial (0.5 s
opening time) or full discharge (1.0 s opening time). Further details can be found in
Table 2.6. During separation o f cell suspensions the dense solid phase is separated
from the liquid phase in the active disc zone before accumulating around the
periphery o f the bowl. The operating water for controlling the discharge mechanism
is supplied and maintained at a pressure o f 2 bar via a Grundfos CR 2-50 pump
(Grundfos pumps Ltd., Leighton Buzzard Beds, UK). The liquid phase is expelled
through the top o f the centrifuge via a centripetal pump with a backpressure o f 0.5 to
1.5 bar to suppress air/liquid interfaces. Relevant CSA-1 dimensions and geometric
features can be found in Figures 2.5 and 2.6 and Table 2.6.

2.6.2.2 SC-6 disc-stack centrifuge
The SC-6 hydro-hermetic disc-stack centrifuge as seen in Figure 2.7 (Westfalia
Separator AG, Oelde, Germany) was used for comparative work with the CSA-1
centrifuge. A complete list o f dimensions can be found in Table 2.7. New design
features such as the novel hydraulic system provide more precise solid partial
discharge times i.e. approximately 0.1 s and hence very dry solids.

Similar to the

CSA-1 hydro-hermetic design, the SC-6 centrifuge is characterised by having a
hydro-hermetic feed zone. The bowl is temperature controlled via a cooling hood and
base and has a maximum liquid capacity o f 1.8 L with a solids holding space o f 750
mL. The centrifuge bowl speeds range from 8000 to 12500 rpm. The machine is
equip with eight discharge nozzles and during solids recovery either a partial or full
discharge can be performed.

For a partial discharge the pre-fill time can be set

between 1 and 5 s, with 5 s giving the longest partial discharge.

For all SC-6

centrifuge trials the pre-fill time was set at 3 s. The operating water for controlling
the discharge mechanism is supplied and maintained at a pressure o f 4.5 bar via a
Grundfos CR 2-50 pump (Grundfos pumps Ltd., Leighton Buzzard Beds, UK). Solids
discharged from the nozzles impinge against a collection bowl positioned 90 mm
from the rotating centrifuge. Relevant SC-6 dimensions and geometric features can
be found in Figure 2.7 and Table 2.7.
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45 cm

Instron
frame
Plunger

120 cm
24 cm
Barrel
chamber

Capillary

Jet stream

7 cm

Figure 2.4

Collection
beaker

Removable stainless steel
impingement stub

Schematic diagram representing the ultra scale-down (USD) Instron
capillary device.
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75 cm

ml

32 cm

Figure 2.5

The Westfalia CSA-1 disc-stack centrifuge used for pilot-scale trials.
Feed material entering the centrifuge is clarified with the clear phase
removed via the supernatant pipe (A) and the solid paste collected via
the discharge port positioned at the rear o f the machine (B).
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Figure 2.6

The Westfalia CSA-1 centrifuge bowl and the stack o f separation discs.
The geometry o f the slots positioned along the centre o f the bowl is
rectangular.
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80 cm
Figure 2.7

The Westfalia SC-6 hydro-hermetic centrifuge used for pilot-scale
trials. Feed material entering the centrifuge is clarified with the clear
phase removed via the supernatant pipe (A) and the solid paste
collected via the discharge port positioned at the rear o f the machine
(B).

Operating water is drained from the centrifuge through a port

positioned at the rear o f the bowl (C).
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Centrifuge type

Feature

Specifications

Units

CSA-1 disc-stack

Centrifuge bowl

Rotational speed for

9800

centrifugation (rpm)

(hydro-hermetic)

Rotational speed for discharge

6100-9800

(rpm)
Sigma (E) (m2)

1710 t

Bowl volume (L)

0.6

Solid capacity (L)

0.25

Flow rate (L .h 1)

50-250

Bowl outer radius (Ro) (m)

0.0995

Bowl inner radius (Ri) (m)

0.084

Inner liquid ring radius (R 2 )

0.025

(m)
Discharge

Height (H) (m)

0.004

nozzle

Length (L) (m)

0.011

Width (W) (m)

0.043

Discharge speeds (m .s 1)

51-82

Collection

Distance between centrifuge

0.090

chamber

bowl and collection chamber
(m)

Services

Table 2.6

Supernatant backpressure (bar)

0 . 5 - 1.5

Feed inlet pressure (bar)

0.5

Operating water pressure (bar)

2

Relevant geometric dimensions and operating conditions for the CSA-1
centrifuge, f Sigma value for full centrifuge rotational speed.
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Centrifuge type

Feature

Specifications

Units

SC-6 disc-stack

Centrifuge bowl

Rotational speed for

12500

centrifugation (rpm)

(hydro-hermetic)

Rotational speed for discharge

8000-12500

(rpm)
Sigma (L) (m2)

3647 f

Bowl volume (L)

1.8

Solid capacity (L)

0.70

Flow rate (L .h 1)

50-3000

Bowl outer radius (Ro) (m)

0.125

Bowl inner radius (Ri) (m)

0.105

Inner liquid ring radius (R 2 )

0.03

(m)
Discharge

Height (H) (m)

0.0075

nozzle

Length (L) (m)

0.02

Width (W) (m)

0.04

Discharge speeds (m .s 1)

85-126

Collection

Distance between centrifuge

0.090

chamber

bowl and collection chamber
(m)

Services

Table 2.7

Supernatant backpressure (bar)

0 . 5 - 1.5

Feed inlet pressure (bar)

0.5

Operating water pressure (bar)

4.5

Cooling supply pressure (bar)

5

Air supply pressure (bar)

3

Relevant geometric dimensions and operating conditions for the SC-6
centrifuge, t Sigma value for full centrifuge rotational speed.
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2.7 Experimental design

2.7.1 Ultra scale-down (USD) studies of the effect of flow and impact conditions
during E. coli cell processing

2.7.1.1 Preparation of cell suspensions

Frozen (-80°C) D H 5a E. coli cell paste was left to thaw at room temperature for 2 h
before re-suspending to a concentration o f 300 mg.mL'1 (unless otherwise stated) in
isotonic phosphate buffered saline (PBS) (0.01M PBS, 0.138M NaCl, 0.0027M KC1,
pH 7) with a final suspension viscosity o f 0.005 N.s.m'2.

2.7.1.2 Effect of shear rate and residence time

To study capillary effects on cell integrity both the mass average shear rate and
residence time were controlled by changing both the length and size o f capillary used,
and the plunger speed. The range o f shear rates and residence times studied were up
to 6.3 x 105 s'1 and 0.024 s respectively. The typical product o f shear rate (s'1) and
residence time (s) (Gc7)) during discharge in a large scale C SA -1 and SC-6 centrifuge
is 30 and 40 respectively (Equation 13, Chapter 3).

Samples were collected in a

volumetric cylinder with a head o f buffer o f 100 mm depth positioned at 300 mm
distance from the capillary tip. This method o f sample collection has been shown to
cause no cell breakage (Chapter 4, Figure 4.11).

For multiple passes through the

capillary, samples collected in the buffer were gently centrifuged for 3 min at 3500
rpm in a Beckman GS-6 series centrifuge (Beckman Instruments Inc., CA, USA); the
buffer was separated from the cell sample and added back to the volumetric cylinder
before re-circulating the cell sample through the capillary.

Table 2.8 and 2.9

summarise the experimental arrangements for the mass average shear rate and the
mean residence time investigations respectively.
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2.7.1.3 Effect of viscosity/shear stress

The effect o f shear stress was evaluated using capillary lengths o f 50 mm and 100
mm, a capillary diameter o f 0.33 mm, and residence times o f 0.001, 0.002 and 0.006 s
(Table 2.10).

Cell suspensions were prepared with viscosity between 0.001 and

0.0065 N.s.m"2; the behaviour o f all samples were approximately Newtonian (Figure
2.10). The cell suspensions were then subjected to shear stresses o f the order 103 to
104 N.m'2 often experienced in centrifuges and homogenisers (Yim et al., 2000).
Samples were collected in a volumetric cylinder with a head o f buffer o f 100 mm
depth positioned at 300 mm distance from the capillary tip in order to eliminate
secondary impaction effects.

For multiple passes through the capillary, samples

collected in the buffer were centrifuged for 3 min at 3500 rpm in a Beckman GS-6
series centrifuge (Beckman Instruments Inc., CA, USA); the buffer was separated
from the cell sample and added back to the volumetric cylinder before re-circulating
the cell sample through the capillary. Further experimental details can be found in
Table 2.10.

2.7.1.4 Effect of impact

Impact studies were designed as illustrated in Table 2.11. The capillary GCT, was kept
below 646 in order to minimise any capillary contributions to cell breakage (Chapter
4, Figure 4.5).

A typical large-scale centrifuge such as the Westfalia CSA-1 disc-

stack model will discharge over a velocity range 50 to 80 m.s-1 with impact against a
stainless steel collection bowl at a distance o f 90 mm from the centrifuge bowl. To
mimic these conditions samples were projected from the capillary over a velocity
range up to 85 m .s'1 at a stainless steel stub aligned at 90 mm from the capillary.

The effect o f impact distance on cell breakage was conducted with a capillary length
and diameter size o f 50 mm and 0.33 mm respectively.

The jet velocity was

maintained at 49 m .s'1 ( GCT, <646) whilst changing the impact distance (10 mm to 300
mm) o f the stainless steel stub.
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A

B

C

Drive

Capillary

Capillary

No of

Overall

Shear rate

speed

diameter

length

passes

residence

(x 105 s'1)

(mm.s"1)

size (mm)

(mm)

13.33

0.33

100

12

0.024

6.3

8.33

0.33

100

8

0.024

3.9

6.66

0.33

100

6

0.024

3.2

3.33

0.33

100

3

0.024

1.6

13.33

0.575

75

6

0.024

1.2

Drive

Capillary

Capillary

No of

Overall

Shear rate

speed

diameter

length

passes

residence

(x 10s s'1)

(mm.s'1)

size (mm)

(mm)

13.33

0.33

100

6

0.012

6.3

8.33

0.33

100

4

0.012

3.9

6.66

0.33

100

3

0.012

3.2

3.33

0.33

75

2

0.012

1.6

Drive

Capillary

Capillary

No of

Overall

Shear rate

speed

diameter

length

passes

residence

(x 105 s'1)

(mm.s'1)

size (mm)

(mm)

13.33

0.33

100

3

0.006

6.3

8.33

0.33

100

2

0.006

3.9

6.66

0.33

50

3

0.006

3.2

3.33

0.33

75

1

0.006

1.6

time (s)

time (s)

time (s)
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D

Drive

Capillary

Capillary

No of

Overall

Shear rate

speed

diameter

length

passes

residence

(x 105 s'1)

(mm.s*1)

size (mm)

(mm)

13.33

0.33

50

1

0.001

6.3

8.33

0.33

50

1

0.0016

3.9

6.66

0.33

50

1

0.002

3.2

3.33

0.33

50

1

0.004

1.6

Table 2.8

time (s)

Summary o f conditions used to study the effect o f mass average shear
rate on DH5oc E. coli cell breakage. Table A: Varying mass average
shear rate with residence time fixed at 0.024 s. Table B: Varying mass
average shear rate with residence time fixed at 0.012 s.

Table C:

Varying mass average shear rate with residence time fixed at 0.006 s.
Table D: Varying mass average shear rate with residence time less than
or equal to 0.004 s.

Drive speed

Capillary

Capillary

(mm.s'1)

diameter size

length

residence time

(mm)

(mm)

(s)

6.66

0.33

50

1

0.002

6.66

0.33

100

1

0.004

6.66

0.33

50

3

0.006

6.66

0.33

50

5

0.01

6.66

0.33

100

5

0.02

6.66

0.33

100

7

0.028

6.66

0.33

100

13

0.052

Table 2.9

No of passes

Overall

Summary o f conditions used to study the effect o f residence time on
D H 5a E. coli cell breakage. The mass average shear rate was fixed at
3.16 x 105 s '.
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Drive speed

Capillary

Capillary

No of

Overall

(mm.s"1)

diameter

length

passes

residence

size (mm)

(mm)

13.33

0.33

50

1

0.001

13.33

0.33

50

2

0.002

13.33

0.33

100

3

0.006

Table 2.10

time (s)

Summary o f conditions used to study the effect o f mass average shear
stress on DH5cc E. coli cell breakage. Each condition was examined
with suspensions o f viscosity ranging from 0.001 to 0.006 N.s.m'2.

Drive speed

Capillary

Capillary

No of

(mm.s'1)

diameter

length

passes

size (mm)

(mm)

13.33

0.25

25

1

477

85

8.33

0.25

25

1

395

53

13.33

0.33

50

1

646

49

8.33

0.33

50

1

646

31

6.66

0.33

50

1

646

24

13.33

0.575

75

1

556

16

3.33

0.33

50

1

646

12

Table 2.11

GcTi

Velocity
(m.s'1)

Summary o f conditions used to study the effect o f discharge velocity on
D H 5a E. coli cell breakage. In all cases, Gc7} was kept to a minimum
i.e. below 646 to avoid cell breakage due to capillary related shear. The
impact stub was fixed at 90 mm from the capillary tip.
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2.7.2 Ultra scale-down (USD) prediction of E. coli cell recovery from high speed
discharge centrifuges

2.7.2.1 Preparation of cell suspensions

In the following centrifugation study frozen material was used because o f the
convenience to do substantial experiments at small and large scale and to be assured
o f material consistency. Frozen (-80°C ) D H 5a E. coli cell paste was pre-treated with
various freezing strategies to weaken the E. coli cells thus providing an insight into
the recovery o f cells with different cellular strength. Frozen (-80°C ) D H 5a E. coli
cell paste was left to thaw at room temperature for 2 h.

The cell paste was re

suspended to a concentration o f 300 mg.mL'1 (|i = 0.005 N.s.m'2) in PBS buffer
(0.0 1M, pH 7). One aliquot o f the cell suspension was re-frozen at -80°C and then
thawed at room temperature for 2 h, a second aliquot was re-frozen at -20°C and then
thawed at room temperature for 2 h and a third aliquot immediately used for
experimental trials. 200 mL o f each freeze-thawed suspension was allocated for USD
trials. The remainder o f each suspension was diluted to a concentration o f 50 g.L'1 in
PBS buffer for pilot-scale trials.

Fresh W 3110 E. coli cells (100 g.L'1) and fresh D H 5a E. coli cells (60 g .L 1) were fed
directly from the fermenter into the pilot-scale centrifuges.

For USD trials a 1 L

aliquot from each fresh E. coli feed suspension was spun down for 600 s at 10000 g in
a Beckman J2-MI centrifuge with a JA10 rotor (Beckman, High Wycombe, UK)
giving a paste resembling the centrifuge pre-discharge material with a viscosity o f
approximately 0.005 N.s.m'2. Figure 2.8 illustrates the protein release for each batch
o f E. coli as a function o f feed preparation before USD and pilot-scale studies.

2.7.2.2 Pilot-scale

The CSA-1 and SC-6 disc-stack centrifuges used during this study were installed with
a hydro-hermetic feed zone in order to minimise cell breakage during entry o f feed
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into the separator (Boychyn et al., 2001).

The centrifuges were temperature

controlled at < 10°C during all experiments via cooled water circulating through the
centrifuge hood. Cell suspensions were fed into both centrifuges under a pressure o f
0.5 bar achieved with a flow rate o f 56 L.h'1 and 100 L.h'1 for the CSA-1 and SC-6
respectively using a peristaltic pump (model 605DI, Watson Marlow, Falmouth,
Cornwall, UK), which has previously been shown to cause no breakage to fragile
particles (Clarkson, 1994). For the clarification o f a cell suspension the centrifuges
were programmed to operate at maximum rotational speed, i.e. 9800 rpm and 12500
rpm for the CSA-1 and SC-6 respectively.

On accumulating an estimated 250 mL o f sediment in the holding space the peristaltic
pump was switched off, the bowl speed was adjusted and allowed to stabilise before
performing a partial discharge. The range o f bowl speeds examined were from 6100
to 9800 rpm, and 8000 to 12500 rpm for the CSA-1 and SC-6 respectively. Partial
discharges were performed with both centrifuges.

Solid material collected post

discharge was re-suspended in clarified supernatant to the same initial feed
concentration and immediately analysed. The centrifuges were rinsed with RO water
between each experimental trial.

As a control, cells were retrieved from the

centrifuge prior to discharge and analysed.

The procedure involved shutting the

centrifuge down on accumulating a solids volume o f 250 mL, dismantling the bowl,
re-suspending the accumulated sediment in the supernatant and analysing for cell
breakage.

2.1.23 Ultra scale-down

Cell suspensions o f 10 mL (concentration 300 mg.mL'1; p = 0.005 N.s.m'1) were
processed through the USD capillary device {GcTj < 646) over a velocity range up to
85 m.s 1 (Table 2.11) at a stainless steel stub aligned at 90 mm perpendicular to the
capillary tip. All experiments were carried out at room temperature with processed
and unprocessed samples stored at 4°C unless otherwise stated.

Figure 2.9 is a

schematic illustration o f the experimental design showing how the USD capillary
device was tested in parallel with the pilot-scale centrifuges.
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2.8 Off-line analytical techniques

2.8.1 Viscosity measurements
Sample viscosities were measured using a Rheomat 115 viscometer (Contraves
Industrial Product, Middlesex, UK) with a concentric cylinder measuring system
(Mettler Toledo Ltd, UK). Samples o f 25 mL were exposed to shear rates ranging
from 24.3 to 877.0 s'1. The system temperature was maintained at 4°C by circulating
cold water from a water bath through the cooling jacket. All torque readings were
measured in triplicate. The torque readings were plotted on a log shear stress against
log shear rate graph as shown in Figure 2.10 and the sample viscosities calculated as
shown in Figure 2.11. To characterise the fluid behaviour the Ostwald-de Waele or
power law is used ( r = K y n, where X is the shear stress, K is the consistency index, y
is the shear rate). The fluid behaviour index n is dimensionless. When n= 1 the fluid
exhibits Newtonian behaviour; when n< 1 the fluid exhibits pseudoplastic behaviour;
when n> 1 the fluid is dilatant.

2.8.2 Intracellular protein release

The release o f intracellular protein content was used as a quantitative measure o f cell
breakage and was measured using the Biorad Bradford assay (Bradford 1976). The
method works by the reagent dye (i.e. Coomassie dye) binding specifically to amino
acids such as tyrosine, cysterine and tryptophan. This activity can be monitored from
the shift in optical density (OD) from 465 to 595 nm.

Furthermore, the assay is

colorimetric; as protein concentration increases the colour in the mixture intensifies.
Sample volumes o f 2 mL were centrifuged for 15 min at 13000 rpm in a Biofuge
model 13 centrifuge (Heraeus Sepatech, GmbH, Germany) to remove any particulate
matter. 950 pL o f Coomassie dye (Perbio Science Ltd, Cheshire, UK) was then added
to 50 pL o f supernatant in a 10 mm cuvette. The cuvette was then inverted five times
to achieve good mixing and left to stand in the dark for 5 min at room temperature.
The reaction was recorded at an OD o f 595 nm using the Ultrospec 2000
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spectrophotometer (Pharmacia Biotech, Cambridge, UK). The spectrophotometer was
initially referenced with a cuvette o f mixture 950 pL Coomassie dye to 50 pL reverse
osm osis water. All samples were measured in triplicate.

All samples (unless otherwise stated) were analysed for protein immediately after
experimentation.

It is important to identify if slight variations in analysis timing

contribute to the level o f detected protein release. Figure 2.12 demonstrates that the
release o f protein is not governed by holding time between 0 to 48 h.

2.8.3 Periplasmic antibody fragment release

Loss o f antibody fragments from the periplasmic space o f W 3110 E. coli cells upon
centrifugal discharge was measured using an enzyme-linked immuno absorbent assay
(ELISA).

The ELISA assay works by initially forming antibody-antigen-enzyme

linked antibody complexes, which interact with a colourless substrate to give a colour
change that can be measured with a spectrophotometer. Figure 2.13 illustrates the
sequence o f events in a typical ELISA assay.

NUNC 96 well maxisorp immuno plates (Life Technologies Ltd, Paisley, UK) were
coated with 100 pL o f HP6045 mouse monoclonal antibody (2 pg.mL’1 in phosphate
buffered saline (PBS)) (Celltech, Slough, UK) per well. The plates were covered with
cling-film and stored at 4°C. After 24 h each plate was washed four times in PSB/T
(0.05% Tween-20) buffer using the Columbus plate washer (Tecan UK Ltd, Reading,
UK).

The plates were then inverted and left to dry on tissue paper.

Sample and

standard volumes o f 100 pL were added to the first row o f wells and serially diluted
down the plates with sample conjugate buffer.

The standards were loaded at a

concentration o f 1 pg.mL'1 in sample conjugate buffer. The plates were covered with
cling-film and incubated for 1.5 h at room temperature on the 3D rocking platform
STR9 (Stuart Scientific, UK). The washing (four times in PBS) and drying o f the 96
well plates were repeated.

100 pL o f G D I2 peroxidase (The Binding Site Ltd.,

Birmingham, UK) was added to each o f the wells at a dilution o f 1:2000 in sample
conjugate buffer. The plates were incubated for 1.5 h at room temperature on the 3D
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rocking platform STR9 (Stuart Scientific, UK). After a further wash and drying step
100 pL o f substrate solution was added to each well and the OD at 630 nm was
recorded using the Titertek Multiskan PLUS MK II microplate reader (Flow
Laboratories, High Wycombe, UK) after 6 min. The PBS, sample conjugate buffer
and substrate solution were prepared as shown in Table 2.12.

2.8.4 Complete cell breakage

Complete release o f intracellular components (Ch) was characterised by measurements
as a result o f the use o f the APV Manton Gaulin Lab 40 high pressure homogeniser
(APV, Crawley, Sussex, UK). Samples with a volume and viscosity o f 40 mL and
0.005 N.s.m'2 respectively were homogenised at 1200 bar for a total o f 2 passes. The
level o f release under these conditions was assumed to be 100% i.e. no further release
observed with multiple passes as shown in Figure 2.14.

Figures 2.15 and 2.16

illustrate the gross change in cell appearance before and after homogenisation. For
the majority o f this thesis the release o f intracellular protein was used as the marker
for determining cell breakage unless otherwise stated.

The degree o f cell breakage (C) is defined by:

% Cell Breakage
V

C -C

xlOO

[2.4]

1J

where Cs and C/ correspond to the concentrations o f intracellular components released
from the processed samples and feed respectively and Ch corresponds to the measured
maximum concentration o f intracellular components released as a result o f
homogenisation.

C/ was approximately 0.24 and 2.7 mg.mL'1 and Ch was

approximately 9.3 and 12 mg.mL"1 for small and large-scale experiments respectively
(unless otherwise stated).
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% Protein release

16-

Feed condition

Figure 2.8

E. coli protein release as a function o f feed preparation and before USD
and pilot-scale studies. Symbols: (1) Fresh W 3110 E. coli cells (20 L);
(2) Fresh D H 5a E. coli cells (450 L); (3) D H 5a E. coli cells freezethawed once from -80°C; (4) D H 5a E. coli cells freeze-thawed twice
once from -80°C and then from -20°C; (5) DH5oc E. coli cells freezethawed twice from -80°C.
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w
Ultra scale-down

Centrifuge

0

D ecan t

24 cm
120 cm

iii

USD capillary
device

P il o t - s c a l e

Fermentation

75 cm
Sediment
discharge
Opening chamber
Closing chamber
Pilot-scale centrifugation

Figure 2.9

A schematic illustration o f the USD procedure used to mimic pilotscale centrifugal discharge. E. coli cell suspensions were fed through
the pilot-scale centrifuge and recovered over a set o f discharge
velocities. A small volume from each feed suspension was spun down
to give a paste resembling the centrifuge pre-discharge material. This
paste was then processed through the USD capillary device.
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Q1-

0. 01-

10

100

1000

Shear rate (7) ( s 1)

Figure 2.10

Characterisation o f fluid rheological behaviour ( r = K y n , K = N .sn.m'2,
n = dimensionless). The apparent viscosity (|ia = x/y = Ky"'1) at high
shear rate was used to characterise the material used in this thesis.
Symbols: ( • ) Freeze thawed (from -80°C) DH5oc E. coli cell suspension
(300 mg.mL'1 WCW) showing slight evidence o f pseudoplastic
behaviour (« = 0.9) (R2 o f 0.99); (■) Reverse osmosis water with
Newtonian behaviour (n = 1.1, K = 0.0009 N.s.m'2) (R2 o f 0.99). All
samples were measured in triplicate with the temperature maintained at
4°C.
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0.012

0.010-

:

0.008-

Q006-

200

400

Sheer rate

Figure 2.11

600

800

1000

(s'1)

The relationship between apparent viscosity (jia = x/y = Ky11'1) and shear
rate for pseudoplastic E. coli suspensions used in this thesis. Symbol:
( • ) Freeze thawed (from -80°C) D H 5a E. coli cell suspension (300
mg.mL'1 WCW, |Xa = 0.0053 N.s.m'2). All samples were measured in
triplicate with the temperature maintained at 4°C.
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Figure 2.12

The effect o f storing processed samples (Gc7/ o f 646, impact velocity o f
49 m .s'1, impact distance (onto stainless steel stub) o f 90 mm, viscosity
o f 0.005 N.s.m 2) at 4°C on protein release as measured by the
Coomassie method.

No additional release is observed with delayed

analysis.
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Figure 2.13

Schematic illustration o f a sandwich ELISA.

Reagents

Quantity

PBS

Phosphate buffer

10 mM

(Buffer stored at 4°C)

NaCl

145 mM

Reverse osmosis water

1L

Sample Conjugate Buffer

Tris amino-methane

6.05 g

(Buffer filtered and

NaCl

2.92 g

stored at 4°C)

Tween-20

0.1 mL

Casein

1.0 g

Reverse osmosis water

500 mL

Substrate solution

10 mg.mL'1 tetramethylbenzidine

100 nL

(Substrate freshly prepared)

(TMB) in dimethylsulphoxide
0.1M (pH o f 6) filtered sodium

10 mL

acetate/citric buffer
1 in 50 dilution o f 30% H2 O2 in

100 pL

water

Table 2.12

Preparation o f reagents for the ELISA assay.
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Figure 2.14

Cell breakage o f W 3110 E.coli as a function o f the Lab 40 operating
pressure. Sample volumes o f 40 mL were processed over a pressure
range o f 0 to 1200 bar at a constant temperature o f 4°C.
experiments were performed in triplicate.

All

Maximum cell breakage

was achieved at a pressure o f 1200 bar (2 passes), where the cell
breakage was observed to plateau.

Note:

Identical results were

obtained for D H 5a E. coli.
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xlOK

Figure 2.15

(A)

2\xm

xlOK

(B)

Scanning electron micrograph’s o f W 3110 E. coli cells before (A) and
after (B) exposure to a Lab 40 operating pressure o f 1200 bar. (A) is
characterised by rod shaped E. coli cells; (B) is characterised by a mass
o f debris clumped together.
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x40K

Figure 2.16

(A)

x40K

(B)

Transmission electron micrograph’s o f a W 3110 E. coli cell before (A)
and after (B) exposure to a Lab 40 operating pressure o f 1200 bar. The

E. coli cell in (A) is characterised as rod shaped with intracellular
saturation. Homogenisation o f the cell (B) leads to complete disruption
with loss o f intracellular material.
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2.8.5 Centrifuge clarification efficiency

Optical density (OD) measurements o f the clarified supernatant were performed at
600 nm using the Ultrospec 2000 spectrophotometer (Pharmacia Biotech, Cambridge,
UK). A well-spun sample was obtained by centrifuging a representative feed sample
for 30 min at 13000 rpm in the Biofuge model 13 centrifuge (Heraeus Sepatech,
GmbH, Germany).

The clarification efficiency is defined by:

%ClarificaUon = ^°Df ~- ? Dw5 ^ OL>s
(ODf - O D j

*100

[2.5]

where ODf, ODs and ODws correspond to the optical density o f the feed, supernatant
and a well spun sample respectively.

2.8.6 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)

Cells were concentrated by centrifugation (2 mL samples, 13000 rpm, 300 s). The
cell proteins were fixed using a 2.5% (v/v) glutaraldehyde solution for 1.5 h. The
fixing solution was removed by 3 rinses with PBS buffer (pH 7.4). The cell lipids
were then fixed using 1% Osmium Oxide (Agar Scientific Ltd., Essex, UK) and left to
stand for 1 h at 4°C. The fixing solution was removed by 3 rinses with PBS buffer
(pH 7.4).

The fixed samples were serially dehydrated over a range o f ethanol (VWR
International, Lutterworth, UK) concentrations (25, 50, 75, 100 % v/v) for periods o f
10 min before being transferred to a higher concentration. At 100% (v/v) ethanol
concentration, the dehydrating agent was exchanged with fresh 100% ethanol over a
30 min period, at 10 min intervals.
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Ethanol was replaced with 100% acetone via three consecutive washes at 5 min
intervals before replacing with hexamethyldisilazane (HDMS) and soaking for 20
min. The cell pellet was spread over filter paper and left to air dry. Specimens were
mounted onto stubs that were then spluttered with gold using the EMScope SC500
device (Emitech Ltd, Kent, UK) and observed using the Jeol JSM-5410LV scanning
microscope (Joel Ltd, Toyko, Japan).

2.8.7 Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)

Cells were concentrated and fixed in the same manner as for the SEM. The fixed
samples were serially dehydrated over a range o f ethanol concentrations. At 100%
(v/v) ethanol concentration, the dehydrating agent was exchanged with fresh 100%
ethanol over a 30 min period, at 10 min intervals.

Ethanol was replaced with 100% propylene oxide (VWR International, Lutterworth,
UK) via three consecutive washes at 10 min intervals before replacing with a
resin/propylene oxide mixture o f 1:3, 1:1 and 2:1 ratio for 40 min intervals. The resin
comprised o f dodecenyl succinic anhydrite (16 mL), Agar 100 (20 mL), methyl nadic
anhydride (8 mL) and benzyldimethylamine (3 mL) (Agar Scientific Ltd., Essex, UK).
The resin/propylene oxide mixture was then replaced with pure resin and left to stand
at room temperature for 8 h. Polymerisation was carried out at 60°C for 12 h. Using
a Ultramicrotone (Ultracut E, Leica Microsystems Ltd., Milton Keynes, UK) with a
diamond knife, sections o f 80 nm thickness were cut from the polymerised bulk
material. The sections were placed onto a 200 mesh copper grid (Agar Scientific Ltd.,
Essex, UK) and stained with lead citrate solution for 10 min before viewing in a Jeol
1010 transmission electron microscope (Jeol Ltd. Toyko, Japan).

Images were

recorded on Kodak EM film (Agar Scientific Ltd., Essex, UK).
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2.8.8 Flow cytometry
All flow cytometry measurements were performed using a Coulter Epics XL MCL
(Coulter Corporation, Miami, USA). Flow cytometry has been used extensively used
to study large cells such as mammalian cells (10-20 |im ) (Davey et al., 1996) where
small debris can be easily separated from the entities o f interest. Unfortunately this
technique becomes more difficult when moving to smaller particle sizes e.g. E. coli
cells (1-2 pm) (Hewitt et al., 1998).

The flow cytometry protocol was set-up

according to Table 2.13.

Variables

Voltage

Gain

Forward scatter

105

5

Side scatter

74

50

FL1 filter (BOX)

581

1

FL3 filter (PI)

699

1

Baseline Offset

Activated

Discriminator

5

Table 2.13

Flow cytometry protocol settings.

The discriminator eliminates

background noise with higher values removing more noise.

The propidium iodide (PI) (Molecular Probes, UK) and bis-oxanol (BOX) (Molecular
Probes, UK) dyes were selected for staining cells. PI was chosen because it provides
information on the integrity o f a cell membrane (Dangl et al., 1982). The stain binds
to nucleic acids but cannot diffuse through an intact cytoplasmic membrane.

The

stain fluoresces at a wavelength o f 630 nm (FL3 optical filter). BOX is lipophillic,
anionic, and accumulates in the intracellular space provided the cell membrane is
depolarised, hence it provides information on metabolic activity. The stain fluoresces
at a wavelength o f 525 nm (FL1 optical filter).

Cell suspensions were diluted with 0.2 pm filtered dulbecco’s buffered saline (DBS,
pH 7.2) to give approximately 5 x 103 cells.mL'1 (measured using the flow cytometer
cell counter). To 1 mL o f diluted sample, 5 pL o f PI (200 pg.mL'1 in distilled water)
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and 5 pL o f BOX (10 mg.mL"1 in dimethyl sulphoxide) were added. Samples were
vortexed for 10 s and left to stand for 30 s before analysing. The sample flowrate
through the cytometer was set to “low” with the machine analysing between 150 to
200 cells.s"1. The total time taken between each experiment and its analysis was < 1 0
min (unless otherwise stated).
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3 THEORY

3.1 Ultra scale-down (USD) theory

3.1.1 Capillary flow
The challenge of working with high velocity capillary flow even of high viscosity
suspensions is that the flow conditions are difficult to define with Reynolds numbers
(pvDc/ju, with velocity, v, expressed as Q/kR 2) ranging from 1000-15000 i.e. from the
laminar to transition regions. The length to diameter ratio for a capillary is typically
25 to 100 (Yim et al., 2000) which allows sufficient time for fully developed laminar
or turbulent flow. However the suspensions are not homogeneous fluids but contain a
high density of cells that are only two orders of magnitude smaller than the capillary
diameter.

3.1.1.1 Laminar capillary flow

Most of the research in this field has been devoted to shear effects on animal cells
(Papoutsakis et al., 1991; Petersen et al., 1988; Bom et al., 1992; Zhang et al., 1993).
Bom et al. (1992) gives extensive insight into the behaviour of these cells to laminar
shear stresses. Animal cells are generally considered susceptible to shear and other
mechanical forces due to the lack of a protective cell wall. Under laminar conditions
cells are assumed to deform giving rise to membrane tension, and with the tension
exceeding the bursting membrane tension the cells become damaged (Bom et al.,
1992). This phenomenon has also been reported by Schmid-Schonbein et al. (1969)
who worked with red blood cells. It was demonstrated that under stress flow, a red
blood cell, like a liquid drop, could distort into a prolate ellipsoid. In this study we
extend the literature to include effects of laminar shear on bacterial cells, namely E.
coli.
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The capillary flow may be characterised by the mass average shear rate (Gc) (Welty et
al., 1984; Bell et al., 1982):

m

G.~±r.
where yw is the laminar shear rate at the capillary wall:

K =-^ r

[2]

tzR „

and by the mean residence time (7/):

T=^ k
'

[3]

a

where Rc is the internal radius of capillary, Lc is the capillary length and Qc is the
capillary suspension flowrate.

The capillary mass average shear stress (x) is defined by:

T = jxGc

[4]

3.1.1.2 Transitional/turbulent capillary flow

It is widely accepted that biological cells, e.g. animal cells, are susceptible to turbulent
environments (Zhang et al., 1993; Cherry et al., 1990; McQueen et al., 1989;
McQueen et al., 1987; Abu-Reesh et al., 1989; Garcia-Briones et al., 1994), where
cell damage is most often detected when the Kolmogorov microscale of turbulence
falls below the cell size.

However, Cherry et al. (1990) describes the turbulent

disruption of single cell micro-organisms with average sizes less than the microscale
of turbulence by assuming that disruption occurs by flow stresses inside the eddy.
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Cells moving in and out of eddies experience a distribution of shear rates and shear
stresses. Turbulent shear stresses have also been shown to cause greater cell damage
than equal laminar stresses in a viscometer (Abu-Reesh et al., 1989). Although these
reports demonstrate the detrimental effects of turbulent flow on cell survival, it is
difficult to predict precisely how these forces will affect cell lines of different
mechanical properties (Garcia-Briones et al., 1994).

The flow in a tube can be considered turbulent if the Reynolds number is above 4000
(Fox et al., 1994). The flow is usually characterised as being laminar close to the
capillary wall and turbulent towards the centre (Fox et al., 1994; Zhang et al., 1993).

The mass average shear rate (Gc) in a turbulent environment is defined as (Zhang et
al., 1993):

[5]

where Pk is the kinematic viscosity, m is the suspension mass, and Et is the total
energy dissipation in the capillary tube defined as:

eT = APxRc2Uc = A PQC

[6 ]

where, AP is the pressure drop:

AP = j

c

max

[7]

where vm
ax and / a r e the maximum velocity at the centre of the pipe and Fanning
max
friction factor respectively given by:

V

[8]
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0.296

[9]

2

where Uc is the capillary discharge velocity (Qc/7cRc ).

3.1.2 Jet stream characterisation
A great deal of research has been conducted on understanding the profile of water jets
(Haller et al., 2002; Shavlovsky, 1972; Summers, 1995; Yanaida et al., 1978; Yanaida
1974; Yanaida and Ohashi, 1978; Reichman et al., 1980; Olive et al., 1959; Vickers et
al., 1980; Davies et al., 1980; Hrycak et al., 1969). However, in spite of this, there is
still little understanding of the detailed structure and characteristics of water jets in air
(Haller et al., 2002).

Work by Yanaida and Ohashi (1978) considers the droplet

region of a high velocity water jet. They divide the jet into three distinct zones,
namely, the continuous flow region, the droplet flow region and the diffused flow
region, as illustrated in Figure 3.1.

Near the nozzle there is relatively little change in jet structure with the majority of the
fluid moving in a coherent central stream. Based on work conducted by Davies et al.
(1980) it can be assumed that the velocity remains approximately constant within the
continuous region of flow. Between the potential core length (Xc) and the break-up
point (Xb) fine droplets begin to develop as a result of the shear effect from the
adjacent stationary air. On reaching the break-up region (Xb), aerodynamic forces
dominate over the flowing fluid stream and hence a decrease in velocity of the stream
is observed. Shown below are equations used to determine potential core length (Xc)
and break-up length (Xb) of a typical jet stream.

The potential core length of a jet over both laminar and turbulent conditions is given
by (Shovlovsky, 1972):

[10]
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where Xc corresponds to the potential core length, Ro is the orifice radius (equal to Rc
in this paper) and A is a constant of between 85 and 112 depending on the type of
nozzle used. Alternatively, for sufficiently high capillary Re (> 170,000) Yanaida
(1974) has shown:

Y = 0.97

0.237

[ 11]

Hrycak et al. (1969) has shown that for Re between 1000 and 10,000 the size of the
potential core varies considerably and that the potential core length (Xc) is dependant
on nozzle diameter for Re between 2000 and 10,000. Since the Re for the following
experiments was calculated to be a maximum of 3300 (unless otherwise stated),
Equation 10 was used to calculate Xc.

In addition, Yanaida et al. (1978) also

expresses the relationship between the break-up length (Xb) and the potential core
length of the jet (Yc), as shown in Equation 12. This jet distance (Xb) has, from
cutting technology, been identified as the optimum point at which maximum energy
dissipation occurs (Yanaida et al., 1978).

X b = 3.55YC

[12]

3.1.2.1 Consideration of droplet impact

A free jet leaving a nozzle will possess a potential core, which will diminish in size
and velocity with increasing distance from the nozzle. The extent of jet decay is
dependant primarily on surface tension and aerodynamic forces, with a growing layer
of droplets appearing adjacent to the diminishing jet core to form a multi-component
flow consisting of inner core fluid, the surrounding air flow, and droplet flow. A
great deal of research in the field of jet technology has shown that with increasing
distance from the nozzle, the factors that contribute to jet efficiency are the central
core jet pressure but to a greater extent liquid droplet impact (Vickers et al., 1980;
Olive et al., 1959; Reichman et al., 1980).
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The fluid flow associated with high velocity impinging droplets is complicated and no
full understanding has yet been derived (Haller et al., 2002). However, to explain
why droplets may be the most effective form (i.e. highest energy storage) of a free jet
the work by Lesser et al. (1983) should be considered.

Their work seeks to

understand the pressure distribution beneath a water droplet collapsing on a rigid
surface at high velocity.

The droplets were observed to compress and with the

immediate arrival of preceding droplets continue to deform. This leads to changes in
pressure usually referred to as the Water Hammer Pressure (WHP), created where a
shock wave is introduced into the system (Figure 3.2A). This form of pressure is
much larger than conventional jet impact pressures (Summers, 1995). This series of
events may play a significant role in the initial loss of cell integrity as will be
discussed later.

The compression of droplets leads to the formation of a jet from the contact edges
between the droplet and impact surface (Figure 3.2B) and the rapid disappearance of
these droplet structures (Figure 3.2C). To explore this phenomenon in more depth,
reference is made to work conducted by Chalmers et al. (1991) and Cherry et al.
(1992).

Although these authors deal with bubbles as opposed to droplets, the

mechanism involved with the loss of the spherical structures are suggested to be the
same.

On rupture of a bubble, the rim retracts at a rapid acceleration rate from

stationary state to a velocity o f ~3 m .s'1before bursting in ~2 ms (Cherry et al., 1992),
and as such the intense hydrodynamic forces associated with this motion can be
sufficient to cause cell rupture or worse still, cell death in and around the vicinity of
the bursting bubble (Chalmers et al., 1991). Smaller bubbles have been found to be
more harmful to cells (Handa et al., 1987; Wu et al., 1990), since the forces are more
profound because of the large bubble surface area to volume ratio.
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Jet stream
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Continuous flow region

Figure 3.1
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Droplet flow region Diffused flow region

Schematic representation of a typical fluid stream exiting the capillary
nozzle where Xc is the potential core, Xb is the break-up length and Xv
is the droplet flow length.
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Schematic illustration of a droplet impacting on a rigid surface. (A)
The shock front creates a high water hammer pressure environment.
(B) The shock front overtakes the contact edge and forms a jet, whilst a
nick develops on the droplet surface and begins to propagate. (C) The
droplet rim retracts at high acceleration generating high energy
dissipation and cell damage.
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3.2 Pilot-scale theory
Intermittent disc-stack centrifuges are equipped with a hydraulic-controlled discharge
feature.

A sliding piston often found between the centrifuge chamber bowl and

distributor controls the opening time. The space between the piston and bowl bottom
is referred to as the ‘closing chamber’ whilst the gap between the sliding piston and
base of the distributor is known as the ‘opening chamber’ (Figure 2.9).

During

operation pressurised operating water automatically feeds into the ‘closing chamber’,
which generates a liquid pressure and thus pushes the piston up into a closed position
sealing the nozzles. On activating the discharge function operating water is separately
fed into the opening chamber accumulating a greater pressure above the sliding piston
before abruptly forcing the piston down and exposing the discharge nozzles. Solid
paste leaves the centrifuge bowl at high velocity and impinges against a stainless steel
collection chamber. The entire discharge process lasts only a matter of milliseconds
before process water is drained from the opening chamber and the piston moves back
into the closed position. The frequency of discharge intervals is primarily governed
by the rate at which the solids fill the bowl space.

Characterisation of the recovery of cell paste via discharge through the nozzles of a
continuous disc-stack centrifuge machine involves a complex relationship between
shear rate, residence time, discharge velocity and impact forces. The shear rate/stress
and residence time are the main contributing factors to cell breakage during passage
through the nozzles. The discharge velocity dictates the intensity of the impact force
as solids collide with the wall o f the collection chamber.

The following section

details the sequence of equations used to approximate discharge conditions during
product recovery.
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3.2.1 Nozzle shear rate

The GcTi (i.e. the product of mass average shear rate and mean residence time) for
laminar flow through a centrifuge nozzle is given by:

< W = -2 ¥ 15KD,?Up

[,3]

where Q is the centrifuge nozzle flow rate, L is the discharge nozzle length, Up is the
centrifuge discharge velocity and Dh is the hydraulic diameter of the rectangular
nozzle given by:

2WH

where W and H are the width and height of the nozzle respectively.

The Reynolds number (Re) of suspension flowing through a rectangular nozzle is
given by:

Re = M

^

[15]

where pN is the suspension density and p is the suspension viscosity.
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3.2.2 Solids discharge velocity

The centrifuge discharge pressure (P) is given by (Ruthven 1997):

[16]

where ri is the bowl inner radius (i.e. outer radius of suspension within bowl), o is the
radius o f the inner liquid ring (i.e. centripetal pump radius), and co is the angular
velocity of the bowl (= 2tlN) .

The centrifuge discharge velocity (Up) for a fully opened nozzle centrifuge is given by
(Ruthven 1997):

[17]
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4. RESULTS
The following section deals with two issues, namely ultra scale-down (USD) studies
of the effect of flow conditions on E. coli cell processing and USD prediction of E.
coli cell recovery from high speed discharge centrifuges. The first set of results seek
to examine the nature of high-speed capillary flow discharged in the form of a free jet
into a collection vessel, and the potential effect of this flow on cell integrity. The
USD device selected for this study was the Instron capillary device requiring only mL
quantities of test material. Numerous parameters were evaluated including the effect
of capillary shear and residence time, sample viscosity, discharge velocity and impact
configuration. Ultimately such a device could be used to predict cell recovery in
continuous- or intermittent-discharge centrifuges of the disc stack variety commonly
used in the bioprocessing sector. The nature of capillary flow and discharged jets, and
their impact on collection surfaces, is reviewed here.

The second section focuses on discharge recovery of sensitive E. coli cells from an
intermittent disc-stack centrifuge where the frequency and duration of solids
discharge is controlled by the operator. This type of centrifuge is commonly used for
medium feed solids concentration between 1 and 4% (Ruthven 1997). Intermittent
discharge provides longer residence times and better dewatering of solids than
continuous separators, often at the expense of disc space and reduced bowl
throughput.

Solid paste leaves the centrifuge bowl at high velocity and impinges

against a stainless steel collection chamber. The entire discharge process lasts only a
matter of milliseconds. The frequency of discharge intervals is primarily governed by
the rate at which the solids fill the bowl space. Factors such as a high flow rate and a
high cell density broth will give greater rates of solid accumulation. Higgins et al.
(1978) and Gray et al. (1972) reported cell disruption during recovery of E. coli cells
using intermittent discharge disc-stack centrifuges.

Here cells growth on defined

media yielded significantly greater protein release (-20%) compared with cells grown
on complex media (-10%).

However the region in the centrifuge causing such

disruption was not identified and hence also the mechanism of cell damage could not
be interpreted.
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Our study aims to identify the factors involved with the disruption process and to
mimic and understand the events which occur in large-scale centrifuges using ultra
scale-down (USD) tools. This will be in much the same fashion as for characterising
the feed zones of continuous high-speed centrifuges where rotating disc devices have
formed the basis of the USD mimic (Boychyn et al., 2001, 2004).

4.1 Effect of process parameters on cell breakage

4.1.1 Effect of USD sample volume on experimental accuracy
When developing a USD device it is necessary to identify the minimum volume of
process material capable o f generating representative results. Figure 4.1 illustrates the
effect of using different sample volumes on cell breakage during processing. Sample
viscosities were fixed at 0.005 N.s.m'2 with a capillary shear rate, residence time and
velocity of 3.96 x 105 s '1, 0.0016 s and 31 m.s'1 respectively. The impact distance was
set at 90 mm, of which the target was a stainless steel stub. The results show that the
capillary device is capable of operating with a lower limit of 10 mL without
compromising on the accuracy of the experiment. Sample volumes of less than 10
mL show a deviation in accuracy and in general were more difficult to work with. In
support of this, from visual observations sample volumes less than 10 mL were
insufficient at generating a representative jet stream from the capillary and hence
would hinder impact studies that rely on forming a fully developed jet.

4.1.2 Effect of shear rate
Here we evaluate the effect o f shear within the capillary on the degree of cell
breakage. Figure 4.2 illustrates the extent of disruption as a function of shear rate
during flow within the capillary. Cell suspensions were fed through the Instron over a
range o f drive speeds and capillary nozzle sizes in order to achieve different shear
rates. Four sample residence times were studied, 0.024, 0.012, 0.006 and < 0.004 s,
all of which were achieved by recycling the process material through capillaries of
different lengths. Figure 4.3 illustrates no significant correlation between centrifuge
spin time between capillary passes and cell breakage suggesting that the cell breakage
observed is essentially due to capillary shear conditions.

The impact distance
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measured from the capillary tip was, for all experiments, fixed at 300 mm; the impact
surface was buffer of depth 100 mm. The total available protein for release was 9.3
mg.mL'1 {Ch, Chapter 2, Equation 2.4) of which ~3% was already extracellular in the
feed (C/ = 0.24 mg.mL'1, Chapter 2, Equation 2.4). Small but significant levels of
extra protein release are observed for the capillary shear studies representing the
consequence of cell damage during capillary flow.

The results demonstrate that for a fixed capillary residence time an approximately
linear relationship (R2 > 0.84 to 0.98) might be assumed between shear rate and the
degree of cell breakage. The results also demonstrate that increasing residence time
leads to a greater degree of cell breakage. This observation will be addressed in more
detail in the following section. One trend worth noting is the effect of shear rate on
cell breakage when the residence time was fixed at < 0.004 s. Here it can be seen that
regardless of the shear intensity, negligible protein release was detected. Even when
exposing cells to shear rates (1.4 x 106 s'1) several times higher than those experienced
during large-scale centrifuge recovery of E. coli, no additional protein release is
measured.

4.1.3 Effect of residence time
To clarify the effect of capillary residence time on the degree of cell breakage at a
constant shear rate, cell suspensions were processed through a capillary at a shear rate
of 3.16 x 105 s'1 over a range o f exposure times achieved by varying the length of
capillary and the number o f passes and collected in a buffer of depth 100 mm at a
standoff distance o f 300 mm. The residence time within the generated shear field was
varied between 0 and 0.052 s, where 0 s refers to the control. Figure 4.4 illustrates
that at a fixed shear rate o f 3.16 x 105 s'1 an increase in residence time results in
greater levels o f cell breakage.

A short exposure time to the shear stress has no

significant effect on cell integrity.

Figure 4.5 represents the logarithmic relationship between shear rate (Gc) and
residence time (7/) in the capillaries on cell breakage. Imposing a linear relationship
(% cell breakage a (GcJ))n, n = 1) yields a satisfactory fit (R2 = 0.9) leading to further
confidence in a linear relationship between breakage and shear rate (Figure 4.2) and
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residence time (Figure 4.4). Cells subjected to an overall GcTi of < 1000 may be
assumed to show negligible cell breakage (below measurement limit) and as such was
used as a benchmark for excluding capillary responses from subsequent impaction
studies. Figure 4.6 illustrates that no significant relationship is observed between cell
breakage and number of passes through the capillaries, confirming that cell damage is
largely due to the GcTi conditions along the capillary length.

4.1.4 Effect of viscosity/shear stress

A limited capillary shear study was carried out with feed suspensions of different
concentration and hence viscosity. E. coli samples of viscosity ranging from 0.001 to
9

r

i

0.0065 N.s.m' were processed through a capillary of shear rate 6.3 x 10 s' and
residence time o f 0.001 to 0.006 s. Samples were collected in a head of buffer of
height 100 mm at 300 mm distance from the capillary exit in order to eliminate
impact effects.

Figure 4.7 illustrates the effect of Reynolds number and sample

viscosity on cell breakage.

High cell breakage is evident under conditions of

turbulent flow and high residence time. The degree of cell breakage drops as the
viscosity increases or residence time decreases.

Figure 4.8 illustrates an increase in cell breakage with the extent of exposure to shear
stress with an approximately linear relationship extending over a range of flow
regimes from laminar to turbulent. The data was compiled by calculating the product
of viscosity, shear rate and residence time and plotting against cell breakage (from
Figure 4.7). Negligible difference is observed between the extent of cell breakage
induced by laminar and turbulent shear stresses.

4.1.5 Effect of impact

To investigate the contribution o f impact on the disruption of E. coli, a stainless steel
surface was positioned at 90 mm from the capillary tip and perpendicular to the flow
direction.

Capillary discharge velocities studied ranged from 0 m .s'1 to 85 m .s'1,

where 0 m .s'1 refers to the control sample. Figure 4.9 illustrates the effect of capillary
discharge velocity on the degree o f cell breakage and demonstrates an approximately
linear relationship (R2 = 0.95). The highest accumulated capillary GcTi value over the
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range o f velocities studied is 646, which accounts for less than 0.3% cell breakage
(Figure 4.5).

TEM images as shown in Figure 4.10 are used to examine further the effect of impact
on cells. Figure 4.10A shows that for low discharge velocity minimal cell disruption
occur, i.e. characterised by a large proportion of fully intact cells. However, for high
discharge velocity as shown in Figure 4.1 OB, a variety of different cell forms are
observed; from fully intact, distorted and leaky to ghost cells.

The effect of impact distance on the degree of cell breakage was studied, with results
illustrated in Figure 4.11. In all cases the discharge velocity was fixed at 49 m.s"1
whilst the impact surface was positioned at different distances from the capillary
ranging from 10 to 300 mm. A gradual increase in breakage is observed as impact
distance increases, with maximum breakage occurring at an impact distance of 100
mm.

With long impact distances, e.g. 300 mm, there is an observed decrease in

degree o f cell breakage.

It is possible to estimate the lengths of both the X c and Xb regions of the fluid stream
emerging from the capillary tip (Equation 10 and 12) (Figure 3.1). For a capillary
with a nozzle diameter o f 0.33 mm and a discharge velocity o f 49 m.s"1, Xc and Xb are
estimated to be 28 mm and 99 mm respectively. The match of Xb with the distance at
which maximum breakage occurs implies that the jet break-up into droplets may be a
key mechanism in causing cell disruption.

TEM images presented in Figure 4.12 illustrate the changes that occur when passing
the cells through the capillary device and impacting onto the stainless steel stub at
different impact distances.

According to Figure 4.11, cells impacted at 20 mm

distance incur a relatively small amount of cell breakage, which is also evident in
Figure 4.12 A, depicted by the presence of a high proportion of fully intact cells, and
only a minority of partially empty cells. Further increases in impact distance from 60
mm (Figure 4.12B) to 100 mm (Figure 4.12C) result in further observed cell damage
represented by receding cell membranes, loss of cytoplasmic density and the existence
of ghost cells. Hence, the trends observed in the TEM images demonstrate a strong
consistency with the data distribution seen in Figure 4.11, whereby the degree of cell
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breakage becomes more significant with increased impact distance up to the break-up
point (Xb).

4.2 USD mimic of pilot-scale centrifuge discharge

4.2.1 Calibration of USD mimic of CSA-1 pilot-scale discharge recovery

Aliquots o f frozen (-80°C) DH5a E. coli cell suspensions prepared from the same
fermentation run were used to ensure consistent material was available for the initial
calibration studies.

Cell suspensions were processed through the USD capillary

device for a range of discharge velocities with the discharge jet impacting on a
stainless steel surface positioned at a distance of 90 mm. Multiple aliquots of the
same cell suspension were processed through a CSA-1 disc-stack centrifuge. Cells
recovered from the bowl (i.e. cells not discharged) showed no breakage.

The cell breakage accumulated from impact at high velocity is assumed to be
proportional to KUn, where K is a constant, U is the discharge velocity and n is 1
(assuming a linear relationship between cell breakage and discharge velocity (Chan et
al., 2006)). The data in Figure 4.13 is presented on a log log axis with a linear least
best fit line drawn through both large and small scale data with n constrained to 1. An
overlap o f the two correlations is not expected considering the different geometries of
the USD and the disc-stack discharge systems and differences in the impact distance
and angle. Hence a calibration factor of

K < c s a -i),

i.e. Uc = 1.54UP, where

K (c s a -i>

equals 1.54 is used to correlate the results of the USD device with the full-scale CSA1 centrifuge.

4.2.2 USD mimic of CSA-1 pilot-scale discharge recovery

Figure 4.14 is a log log plot showing the cell breakage for various freeze-thawed E.
coli batches exposed to impact with a USD capillary discharge velocity range up to 85
m .s'1. A linear least best fit line, where n is 1, is extrapolated from each set of data
and is used to predict pilot-scale recovery for the same material. Cells from the same
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batch were processed through the centrifuge with the discharge condition adjusted
using the calibration factor of K < c s a - i ) to account for differences between both scales.
The pilot-scale recovery data over a velocity operating range of 56 to 82 m.s'1
compares well with USD predictions for differently prepared material.

The application o f the method to predict the recovery of fresh DH5a (450 L) and fresh
W3110 (20 L) E. coli cells immediately after a fermentation is also evaluated (Figure
4.15). An approximately linear correlation is again observed between cell breakage
and increasing USD discharge velocity which when extrapolated gives reasonable
agreement with results for cells recovered in the disc stack centrifuge. Here the lower
extent o f cell breakage when handling fresh rather than frozen cells is successfully
predicted.

4.2.3 USD mimic of SC-6 pilot-scale discharge recovery

The effect o f a different centrifuge scale/design on cell breakage was also studied as
shown in Figure 4.16. The cell breakage for freeze-thawed (from -80°C) DH5a E.
coli cells is obtained for a USD discharge velocity range up to 85 m .s'1. A linear least
best fit line is drawn through the USD data with n constrained to 1.

Considering the difference between the CSA-1 and SC-6 design, a new calibration
factor is required for a successful USD mimic. Aliquots of the same cell suspension
were discharged in the SC-6 over a velocity range of 85 to 132 m .s'1 with the results
recorded on the log log plot in Figure 4.16. The same principle of line of least best fit
with n having a value o f 1 is used. A calibration factor K<sc-6) of 2.95 is used to align
SC-6 data to USD results. The accuracy of this formula is verified by predicting the
recovery o f a fresh W3110 E. coli batch as shown in Figure 4.17. Small-scale results
are plotted on a log log graph with a line of least best fit where n is 1. The line is
extrapolated to predict large-scale recovery of the same material.

To verify the

prediction cells were processed through both the CSA-1 and SC-6 centrifuges with the
data subsequently adjusted with calibration factors K(csA-i)Or K(sc-6)*
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The parity plot in Figure 4.18 is used to compare all measured % cell breakage from
large scale centrifuge runs with the predicted % cell breakage obtained from running
the USD capillary device. The dashed line, with slope of 1, represents a 100% mimic
accuracy.

The majority of data lies close to the dashed line illustrating a good

agreement between measured and predicted cell breakage. In addition the parity plot
demonstrates the robustness of the mimic with reasonably accurate predictions of both
fresh and freeze thawed material.

ELISA analysis was carried out on all W3110 E. coli cell samples in this thesis to
detect release o f antibody fragments. Negligible release was reported for all smallscale and CSA-1 conditions. However, recovery of W3110 cells in larger centrifuges
begins to illustrate the negative effects that discharge has on loss of product as shown
in Figure 4.19. In Figure 4.19 there is clear evidence of greater loss of product with
higher discharge velocities as seen with the SC-6.

The data also shows the

effectiveness o f reducing velocity before discharge on product recovery with the
difference in % product loss observed between the highest and lowest SC-6 discharge
condition to be approximately 5 %.

4.2.4 Effect of impact on cell physiology

The effect of impact at high discharge velocity on cell damage was further analysed
using flow cytometry. Figure 4.20 examines physiological changes to W 3110 E. coli
cells processed through the USD capillary device to mimic discharge at the lowest
CSA-1 centrifuge speed. Propidium iodide (PI) and bis-oxanol (BOX) stains were
used for cell examination, providing information on the integrity and polarity of a cell
respectively. Each plot in Figure 4.20 is divided into 4 quadrants to allow for general
characterisation o f cells.

Quadrant FI represents permeabilised cells staining

positively with PI, quadrant F2 represents dead cells staining positively with both PI
and BOX, quadrant F3 represents healthy cells with no staining and quadrant F4
represents depolarised cells staining positively with BOX. Figure 4.20A shows the
physical state o f W3110 E. coli cells immediately after a 20 L fermentation. The
majority o f cells (91.3%) are characterised as intact and metabolically active, i.e. PI
and BOX negative, with only 0.6% of cells in quadrant F2 i.e. dead cells. The main
change as a result of discharge is an increase in the number of cells stained BOX
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positive from 4.9% to 22.3% and thus reducing the number of healthy cell entities to
76.2% (Figure 4.20B).

There is no evidence of cell permeabilisation, i.e. no PI

response immediately after impact.

Storing the processed samples at room

temperature (25°C) for 1 h (Figure 4.20C) and 2 h (Figure 4.20D) yields a further
small drop in the number of healthy cells, i.e. healthy cell numbers decrease from
76.2% to 73.4% after 2 h holding time.

The depolarised (i.e. damaged) cells,

generated by impact, are more sensitive than healthy cells to storage showing
significant signs of degradation over the 2 h holding period with the number of cells
staining both PI and BOX positive observed to increase from 0.6% to 6.8% and 8.1%
after 1 h and 2 h storage respectively.

Flow cytometry was also used to compare the nature of cell damage by discharge
from the CSA-1 pilot-scale centrifuge and USD capillary device.

Figure 4.21 A

denotes fresh D H 5a E. coli cells after a 450 L fermentation with 87% of cells in the
feed characterised as healthy and 2.4% reported to be dead. The changes in cell
physiology as a result of discharge from the disc-stack centrifuge (Figure 4.2IB) and
the USD capillary device (Figure 4.21C) are similar with cells from the healthy
population observed to spread across into quadrant E4 and show signs of
depolarisation. The number of dead cells is observed to increase from 2.4% in the
original feed to 7.4% and 11.1% for pilot-scale centrifuge discharge and USD
capillary discharge respectively.
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Figure 4.1

D H 5a E. coli cell breakage as a function of capillary sample volume
size. Sample viscosities were fixed at 0.005 N.s.m'2 with a capillary
shear rate, residence time and velocity of 3.96 x 105 s’1, 0.0016 s and 31
m .s'1 respectively. Samples were impacted on a stainless steel target
positioned at 90 mm from the capillary tip.

All experiments were

performed in triplicate.
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Figure 4.2

DH5a E. coli cell breakage as a function of mass average shear rate.
Impact effects were avoided by collecting samples in a head of buffer at
300 mm distance from the capillary exit. Viscosity was fixed at 0.005
N.s.m' (Newtonian) with laminar flow conditions. The residence time
and correlation co-efficient (R2) are: ( A) 0.024 s, 0.98; (■) 0.012 s,
0.90; (•) 0.006 s, 0.84; (▼) 0.004 s, 0.98. Note: A mass average shear
rate of 14 x 105 s'1 with a residence time of 0.00045 s generated 0 %
cell breakage.
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Figure 4.3

DH5a E. coli cell protein release per unit exposure to shear as a
function of bench top centrifuge spin time. E. coli samples (|i =0.005
9

S I

N.s.m' ) were exposed to a capillary shear rate of 6 x 10 s" and a
residence time of 0.003 s (i.e. three cycles of 0.001 s residence time)
and collected in a head of buffer of depth 100 mm. Symbols:

(•)

Centrifuge rotational speed of 8000 rpm; (■) Centrifuge rotational
speed of 12000 rpm.

The lack of a significant trend (R2 of 0.15)

indicates that centrifuge spin time does not contribute to cell breakage.
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Figure 4.4

DH5a E. coli cell breakage as a function o f residence time in the
capillary.

The mass average shear rate was fixed at 3.16 x 105 s '1.

Impact effects were avoided by collecting samples in a head of buffer at
300 mm impact distance from the capillary.

Viscosity was fixed at

0.005 N.s.m' (Newtonian) with laminar flow conditions. Regression
analysis (R2) for the line of best fit was 0.94.
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DH5a E. coli cell breakage as a function of the product of mass average
shear rate and residence time (GcTi). Regression analysis (R ) for the
line of best fit was 0.9 (% cell breakage a (Gc7})n, n = 1).
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Figure 4.6

DH5a E. coli cell breakage per unit exposure to shear (GcTi) as a
function of the number of capillary passes to explore if entrance or exit
effects made a significant contribution to the breakage.

A range of

capillary lengths were tested, with processed samples collected in a
head of buffer positioned at 300 mm distance from the capillary. The
capillary length and internal diameter are: (■) 100 mm, 0.33 mm; (•)
75 mm, 0.33 mm; ( A) 50 mm, 0.33 mm; (▼) 75 mm, 0.575 mm. The
lack of a significant trend in the least squares best fit (—) (R2 of 0.26)
indicates breakage is due to shear in the capillary rather than due to
entrance and exit effects.
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Figure 4.7

Effect of varying viscosity and hence Reynolds number (Re) on DH5a
E. coli cell breakage at a fixed shear rate of 6.3 x 105 s '1. Impact effects
were avoided by collecting samples in a head of buffer at 300 mm
distance from the capillary exit. Mean residence time: (■, □) 0.006 s;
( • , o ) 0.002 s; ( A, A) 0.001 s under (□, o, A) laminar and (■, • , A)
turbulent capillary flow regimes. Lines drawn are best fit by eye.
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Figure 4.8

Effect o f varying the product of mass average shear stress and exposure
time on DH5a E. coli cell breakage under (□, o, A) laminar and (■, • ,
▲) turbulent capillary flow regimes (R2 of 0.82). Residence time: (■,
□) 0.006 s; ( • , o) 0.002 s; ( A, A) 0.001 s.
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Figure 4.9

D H 5a E. coli cell breakage as a function of discharge velocity. In all
cases a stainless steel stub was fixed at an impact distance of 90 mm
from the tip of the capillary.

Viscosity was fixed at 0.005 N.s.m'

(Newtonian) with laminar flow conditions. GcTi was maintained below
646 to eliminate capillary cell breakage.

The results demonstrate a

steady growth in cell breakage as the discharge velocity is increased.
Regression analysis (R2) for the line of best fit was 0.95.
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Figure 4.10

Representative (5 cm2) cross-sectional TEM images of DH5a E. coli
cells discharged at velocities of (A) 12 m .s'1 and (B) 85 m .s'1 onto a
stainless steel stub fixed at an impact distance of 90 mm. Samples A
and B were exposed to a GcTi < 646.
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Figure 4.11

Effect o f changing the stainless steel stub impact distance on DH5a
E. coli cell breakage. Impact velocity and GCT[ were fixed at 49 m .s'1
and below 646 respectively.

Viscosity was fixed at 0.005 N.s.m'2

(Newtonian) with laminar flow conditions. Note: The data point at
impact distance 300 mm was the result of collecting the jet in a head of
buffer.

Line drawn is best fit by eye. Each point is the average of

triplicate runs; range is 95% confidence fit.
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2|im

Representative (5 cm2) cross-sectional TEM images of DH5a E. coli
cells exposed to a GcTi of 646 and discharge velocity of 49 m .s'1.
Samples were impinged onto a stainless steel stub at an impact distance
of (A) 20 mm; (B) 60 mm; (C) 100 mm.
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Figure 4.13

D H 5a E. coli cell breakage as a function of USD discharge velocity
(Uc) and pilot-scale CSA-1 discharge velocity (Up).

Relationships

shown are least squares best fits of the form % cell breakage, C a KUn
with n constrained to a value of 1. Symbols: (A ) Pilot-scale CSA-1
disc-stack centrifuge (C = 0.063t/p, R2= 0.88), the clarification
efficiency at pilot-scale was maintained above 95%; (o) USD device
with a capillary GcTi less than 646; impact distance 90 mm
(C = 0.041£/c, R2= 0.9).

Pilot-scale and USD experiments were

performed in duplicate and triplicate respectively. Frozen cells (freezethawed from -80°C) used for calibration purposes. Calibration factor
to align centrifuge and USD results,

K < c s a -i)= 0 .0 6 3 / 0 .0 4 1 = 1 .5 4 .
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Figure 4.14
D H 5a E. coli cell breakage as a function of (o, □, A) USD discharge
velocity (Uc) and ( • , ■, ▲) pilot-scale CSA-1 discharge velocity (Up)
with a calibration factor of K ( c s a - i ) > where

K (c s a -i>

has a value of 1.54.

Least squares best fit shown, C a I f with n set at 1: Cell preparation
methods: (•, o) D H 5a E. coli cells freeze-thawed twice from -80°C
(C = 0.154Uc, R2= 0.968); (■, □) DH5a E. coli cells freeze-thawed
twice once from -80°C and then from -20°C ( C = 0.098(/c, R2= 0.99);
(A , A) D H5a E. coli cells freeze-thawed once from -80°C (see Figure
4.13, C = 0.041C/c). USD: capillary GcTi less than 646; impact distance
set at 90 mm.

Pilot-scale and USD experiments were performed in

duplicate and triplicate respectively.
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Figure 4.15

Fresh E. coli cell breakage as a function of (o, □) USD discharge
velocity (Uc) and ( • , ■) pilot-scale CSA-1 discharge velocity (Up) with
a calibration factor o f K<csa-i), where K(csa-i) has a value of 1.54.
Symbols: ( •, o) fresh DH5a E. coli cells (450 L) ( C = 0.045t/e, R2=
0.92); (■, □) fresh W 3110 E. coli cells (20 L) ( C = 0.019Uc, R2= 0.97).
USD: capillary GcTi less than 646; impact distance set at 90 mm. Pilotscale and USD experiments were performed in duplicate and triplicate
respectively.
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Figure 4.16

D H 5a E. coli cell breakage as a function of USD discharge velocity
(Uc) and pilot-scale SC-6 discharge velocity ( Up). Relationships shown
are least squares best fits of the form % cell breakage, C a K l / 1with n
constrained to a value o f 1. Symbols: (■) Pilot-scale SC-6 disc-stack
centrifuge ( C = 0.11W p , R2= 0.99); the clarification efficiency at
pilot-scale was maintained above 95%; (A ) USD device with a
capillary GcTi less than 646; impact distance 90 mm ( C = 0.04Uc, R2=
0.91). Pilot-scale and USD experiments were performed in duplicate
and triplicate respectively.

Frozen cells (freeze-thawed from -80°C)

used for calibration purposes. Calibration factor to align centrifuge and
USD results, K<sc-6)=0.118/0.04=2.95.
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Cell breakage of (A , □, ■) frozen DH5a E. coli and (▼, o, • ) fresh
W3110 E. coli cells (20 L) as a function of pilot-scale and USD
discharge velocity. Least squares best fit shown, C a I f with n set at 1.
Symbols: (■, • ) Pilot-scale SC-6 discharge velocity with a calibration
factor of 2.95 (K(sc-6>); (□, °) Pilot-scale CSA-1 discharge velocity with
a calibration factor of 1.54
(C

( K (c s a -i));

(A , ▼) USD discharge velocity

= 0.04Uc forDH5cxE. coli; C = 0.013Uc for W 3110E. coli).
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Figure 4.18

Parity plot comparing the measured % cell breakage acquired from
large-scale trials to the predicted % cell breakage determined from USD
trials.

Symbols: (■) USD/CSA-1 comparison for freeze thawed

material (DH5a E. coli); (A ) USD/CSA-1 comparison for fresh
material (W3110 and D H5a E. coli); (•) USD/SC-6 comparison for
freeze thawed material (DH5a E. coli); (▼) USD/SC-6 comparison for
fresh material (W3110 is. coli).
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Figure 4.19

Loss o f Fab’ antibody fragment product from fresh W 3110 E. coli cells
(20 L) as a function of pilot-scale discharge velocity. Symbols: (■)
Pilot-scale SC-6 discharge velocity; (■) Pilot-scale CSA-1 discharge
velocity. No Fab’ product loss was detected from USD discharge.
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Figure 4.20

D

Effect o f USD discharge velocity and holding time on fresh W3110 E. coli cell
physiology.

Symbols: (A) experimental control, no discharge; (B) USD discharge

velocity of 85 m .s'1 with impact onto a stainless steel stub at 90 mm perpendicular to
the capillary exit (holding time 0 h); (C) USD discharge velocity of 85 m.s'1 with
holding time of 1 h at 25°C after impact; (D) USD discharge velocity of 85 m .s'1 with
holding time of 2 h at 25°C after impact. Quadrants: (FI) PI positive staining, cells are
permeabilised; (F2) PI and BOX positive staining, cells are dead with a depolarised
permeabilised cytoplasmic membrane; (F3) PI and BOX negative staining, cells are
healthy and polarised; (F4) BOX positive staining, cells are depolarised.
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B
Figure 4.21

c

Comparison o f fresh DH5a E. coli cell physiology after exposure to pilot-scale and
the equivalent USD discharge velocity.

Symbols:

(A) experimental control, no

discharge; (B) pilot-scale calibrated CSA-1 discharge velocity of 80 m .s'1 (i.e.
original velocity o f 52 m .s'1 x

K <csa-i)

of 1 .54) (holding time 0 h); (C) USD discharge

velocity o f 85 m .s'1(holding time 0 h). Quadrants: (El) PI positive staining, cells are
permeabilised; (E2) PI and BOX positive staining, cells are dead with a depolarised
permeabilised cytoplasmic membrane; (E3) PI and BOX negative staining, cells are
healthy and polarised; (E4) BOX positive staining, cells are depolarised.
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5 DISCUSSION

To date, very little work on the effect of centrifuge sediment discharge on cell
recovery has been conducted (Higgins et al., 1978; Gray et al., 1972). Perhaps the
reason is because previously products were generally secreted into the extracellular
media as opposed to being retained inside the cell. Gray et al. (1972) compares the
cell damage from discharge o f E. coli cells grown on defined and complex media.
However the region in the centrifuge causing such disruption was not identified and
hence also the mechanism o f cell damage could not be interpreted.

This thesis has aimed to study those parameters i.e. shear rate, residence time and the
effect of impact, which can influence the physiology o f bacterial cells recovered by
flow through a capillary device. In doing so it is intended to identify those parameters
that may be critical to determining damage during centrifugal discharge of the
sedimented cells. These findings are then verified at pilot scale. The ultra scale-down
device helps identify the main causes of damage and this is used to demonstrate one
possible way o f reducing this effect.

The first section discusses the affect o f process conditions on cell integrity. The
subsequent section involves a discussion on the use of the ultra scale-down device to
mimic large-scale centrifuges with suggestions on improving recovery performance.
The final section gives a brief overview of how product stability, e.g. intracellular
plasmids, might be affected during typical high centrifuge operating conditions.
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5.1 Examination of capillary process parameters on E. coli cell recovery

5.1.1 Effect of shear rate and residence time
High shear rates were shown to cause physiological changes to the E. coli and the
extent o f cell damage found to be dependant on the residence time within the shear
field (Figure 4.2 and 4.4).

These results correspond with previous observations

(Shamlou et al., 1994; Levy et al., 1999) in which breakage o f particles was found to
be time dependant. Aloi et al. (1995) observed a similar time-dependant response
with Sf-9 insect cells, demonstrating that exposure to shear after 4 h resulted in larger
detectable calcium levels than after a 15 min exposure.

The effect of shear and residence time on cell integrity should give an indication of
how processing conditions will affect cell recovery. Units such as homogenisers are
commonly employed to operate at high pressures and hence high shear rate with
residence time determined by the number of passes through the homogeniser valve
(Keshavarz Moore et al., 1990; Maguire et al., 2003; Shamlou et al., 1995; Mosqueira
et al., 1981). This equates to a high GcTi which is usually sufficient to disrupt even
the most robust of cells (Mosqueira et al., 1981). With most centrifuge designs, feed
suspensions are processed through a central inlet zone where initial contact is with a
spindle nut rotating at bowl speed before dispersing into the centrifuge chamber
where clarification occurs.

Others have demonstrated through experiments and

computational fluid dynamics modelling the existence of high mechanical forces
within the feed zone (Boychyn et al., 2001; Neal et al., 2003). However particles
accelerating towards the spindle nut impinge and deflect thus only a fraction of time is
spent within the high shear field resulting in low GcTi values and hence little to no cell
disruption. Cell recovery by the centrifuge will be discussed later.

5.1.2 Effect of shear stress

In the context of bioprocessing, unit operations often suffer from generating high
shear stresses that can induce morphological changes to cells (Stathopoulos et al.,
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1985; Levesque et al., 1989; Kretzmer et al., 1991), changes in metabolism (Edwards
et al., 1989; Frangos et al., 1988) and loss of cell viability (Bom et al., 1992; Zhang et
al., 1993; Lange et al., 2001; Abu-Reesh et al., 1989). Our work (Figure 4.8) has
shown that this form of stress only plays a key role in determining recovery
performance if both the shear stress and residence time are sufficiently high. Under
identical shear stress conditions a lower residence time was demonstrated to improve
recovery o f intact cells. For a disc stack centrifuge CFD analysis o f the feed zone
indicates maximum energy dissipation rates of ~ 2 x 105 W.kg’1, i.e. velocity gradients
(G c) o f ~4 x 105 s'1 (Boychyn et al., 2004). The volume of the high shear region is

significantly less than 0.2 mL (Boychyn et al., 2004) giving maximum mean
residence times less than 0.002 s for flow rates used in this study. Hence the GcT-t
value is less than 103 i.e. little to no breakage expected (Figure 4.5).

Discharge

nozzles are o f the order o f L:d ratio 2 where the product of GcTi may be estimated
from Equation 13 (Chapter 3), giving GcTi values of the order of 50 again indicating
little breakage this time in the discharge port (Figure 4.5). Abu-Reesh et al. (1989)
suggested that the flow regime also plays a significant role in determining the survival
rate o f cells, where turbulent shear stress leads to a greater loss of cell viability than
identical levels o f laminar shear stress. In the limited studies reported here (Figure
4.8) on flow structure, laminar and turbulent flow give similar breakage rates for
equivalent velocity gradients. However the laminar flow will have been only partially
developed such that the nature o f the disruptive forces on the cells will be similar to
these in turbulent flow (extensional, impact, hydrodynamic). It is these conditions
which will exist in very short sediment discharge zones of disc stack centrifuges.

5.1.3 Effect of impact

Besides E. coli cell damage by shear and residence time in the capillary, collection of
material via impact on a stainless steel stub has also been demonstrated to cause cell
damage. Hashish et al. (1980) previously reported a linear relationship between the
impact velocity and cell breakage showing that breakage is initiated when the energy
dissipation generated by impaction of the jet against a target exceeds the strength of
the cellular material. From our laboratory-scale studies (Figure 4.9) we have shown
that the discharge velocity leading to impact plays a vital role in cell breakage during
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cell recovery from the capillary system.

As the discharge velocity increases, the

greater energy dissipation leads to more cell breakage and these observations are
supported by Obara et al. (1995).

For a fixed velocity, maximum extent of cell

breakage was evident with changing impact distance (Figure 4.11). This might be
caused by the changes in jet profile with increasing distance. At a distance close to
the nozzle exit, jet pressure is the dominant factor causing cell breakage (Reichman et
al., 1980). As fluid flows away from the capillary (>XC), the shear effects generated
by the stationary air disperses the layers of jet as very fine droplets with the quantity
of these fine droplets increasing further down the continuous region. This feature
maximizes at the break-up point (Xb) corresponding to a theoretical measurement of
99 mm for the current capillary system. The cause of cell damage may be due to a
high frequency o f droplets that generate forces in the form of shock waves and shear
stresses during impact.

At distances greater than the break-up point (Xb), the jet

develops into a dominant diffusion flow, whereby aerodynamic drag leads to decay in
jet velocity and formation o f large droplets (Davies et al., 1980) and hence lower cell
damage. Negligible cell damage due to impaction occurred when the impact distance
was extended to 300 mm, where the jet had lost significant momentum.

5.2 Ultra scale-down mimic of a CSA-1 and SC-6 disc-stack centrifuge

A USD approach has been developed to help study experimentally process variables
that affect cell viability during high velocity flow such as may occur during centrifuge
discharge.

The USD device, requiring only mL quantities of material, offers the

prospect for early screening o f process conditions and hence reduction in the time
required for bioprocess development; for example, an understanding of how
centrifuge processing affects material properties for subsequent purification stages.

Successful scale-down requires a detailed understanding of both large-scale and USD
equipment behaviour.

In earlier results (Figure 4.5) capillary shear contributions

(GcTi < 646) accounted for negligible E. coli cell damage. For pilot-scale centrifuge
discharge the nozzle Gc7) was estimated to be less than 50 (Equation 13) and therefore
assumed to have minimal effect on E. coli cell structure. This assumption could not
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be physically verified because of the difficulties involved with separating shear
contributions during discharge from impact in the large-scale machine. The principal
behind our USD mimic of centrifuge discharge is similar to work conducted by
Boychyn et al. (2000) where calibration factors accounted for non-ideal centrifuge
flow. Our mimic was based on a calibration factor Kcsa-i and Ksc-6 to account for
differences in jet profile and impact configuration.

The calibration factors were

derived from the expression U " = — - U n, where Ki is the pilot-scale constant, K2 is
K2
the small-scale constant, and n is the slope constrained to 1 (based on an
approximately linear relationship observed between % cell breakage and discharge
velocity as seen in Figure 4.9). The USD mimic gave good estimates of large-scale
performance (Figure 4.18) for both W3110 and DH5a E. coli cells with varies pre
treatments.

The weakening of cells lead to greater cell breakage which was

successfully predicted at small-scale. For both centrifuges up to 50% difference in
cell damage were recorded between the best and worst operating scenario, i.e. the
lowest and highest centrifuge bowl rotational speed during discharge, and this was
mirrored at the small-scale.

The use o f flow cytometry analysis further supported the accuracy of our mimic by
comparing and identifying the physiological changes that occur upon impact after
discharge for both the USD and pilot-scale operations (Figure 4.21).

Evidence of

depolarisation immediately after impact was reported for both scales of operation.
The % o f dead cells also increased after discharge. One possible explanation for the
overall trend observed is that the energy dissipation generated at impact travels
through the cell structures in the form of shock waves (Chan et al., 2006) causing
internal damage, e.g. damage to nucleic acids, proteins, enzymes and hence loss of
cell functionality, i.e. loss of cell metabolism. As a result of metabolic inactivation
the cells may no longer remain charged and therefore permit the entry of BOX stain.
As the damaged cells degrade the membrane losses integrity and eventually permits
entry o f PI stain.

Flow cytometry is however limited to only targeting living,

permeabilised and depolarised cells. Other entities can also exist within a processed
sample, namely ghost and semi-ghost cells of which the former can be considered
completely dead (Chan et al., 2006; Lewis et al., 2004). Nebe-von-Caron et al. (2000)
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suggest that as more intracellular material leaks from cells the number of lipophilic
sites for BOX binding increases. This would be displayed as an enhanced BOX and
normal PI response. In addition, cells with no cytoplasmic content (i.e. ghost cells)
would only give an enhanced BOX response. Ghost cells staining BOX positive and
PI negative would therefore give a false representation of the total number of dead
cells present in the sample. Identifying the number of ghost cells in each quadrant is
difficult and had not been carried out in this study.

Throughout this investigation the average large scale discharge velocities were
calculated based on full bowl opening.

However, the effect of opening time on

velocity distribution has not been considered. Figure 5.1 gives a general overview of
how the discharge time and corresponding nozzle opening differ between the CSA-1
and SC-6 centrifuges (Siegeler 1993). This relationship is dynamic and will vary with
changes in centrifuge bowl speed. The opening times for the CSA-1 and SC-6 were
approximated to be 0.5 and 0.1 s respectively (Siegeler 1993). Assuming that the
solids ejection of 250 mL from both centrifuge bowls take 0.05 s and that unimpeded
sediment flow is only initiated with a slot exposure height of 0.0038 m (i.e. full CSA1 bowl opening), the CSA-1 discharges the sediment over an approximately constant
velocity whereas the SC-6 is suspected to discharge over a range of velocities
governed by the degree of nozzle opening.

Preliminary calculations (not shown)

estimate the average velocity during high speed SC-6 discharge to be as much as 25%
higher than the original velocities calculated based on full bowl opening.

5.3 Effect of process conditions on viable intracellular plasmid product yield

This work has briefly examined the impact of feed condition and centrifuge operation
on cell recovery. The interaction between operations is also significant in determining
the overall process performance (Zhou et al., 1999; Groep et al., 2000). Examples of
earlier work on process interactions include the effect of fermentation growth rate and
growth phase on cell resistance to cell disruption and debris removal by centrifugation
(Siddiqi et al., 1995; Hull and Middelberg 1993; Zhou et al., 1999).

Zhou et al.

(1999) demonstrate the complexity of these interactions and highlighted the
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compromises that need to be made in order to achieve pre-specified goals. Here we
briefly consider the impact of centrifuge processing of cells, expressing an
intracellular product, e.g. DNA plasmids, on subsequent process performance.
Recovery o f intact cells and product from centrifugation is generally favoured because
intact cells place very little additional burden on subsequent processing and maximum
biological activity requires the product to retain its supercoiled form.

However,

damaged cells recovered from centrifuge discharge will begin to degrade quickly with
the rate o f cell death dependant on the extent of damage. During cell degradation,
contamination o f intracellular product with nucleases is possible leading to loss of
viable product, e.g. DNA plasmids will degrade when in contact with nucleases and in
addition nucleases will truncate other forms of DNA, such as chromosomal DNA,
creating a mix o f plasmid and chromosomal fragments of similar size that place a
heavy burden on subsequent separation and purification steps (Hearle et al., 1994;
Gray et al., 1973).

In this last section we briefly evaluate the effect of discharge conditions from the
CSA-1 centrifuge and capillary device on product integrity i.e. supercoiled (SC)
plasmid. SC-6 trials were not conducted due to insufficient supply of test material.
The stability o f the required SC isoform during processing is a key issue if it is to be
used for therapeutic processes e.g. gene therapy and DNA vaccination (Marquet et al.,
1995). To date, very few studies have addressed the issues relating to large-scale
processing and purification o f plasmid DNA (Levy et al., 1999; Theodossiou et al.,
1997; Ciccolini et al., 1998).

Levy et al. (1999) carried out extensive studies on

plasmid sensitivity and demonstrated that plasmids were very prone to shear damage
with an exponential decline in SC (29 kb) content with increasing shear rate. Total
degradation o f SC plasmid was observed at a shear rate of 9 x 105 s'1. The ionic
strength o f DNA solution affects damage to plasmids; the extent of damage increasing
with decreasing ionic strength. This is probably due to greater compaction of the
molecule e.g. below the microscale o f turbulence. The aim of the following section is
to expand our current understanding of plasmid sensitivity to include the effects of
centrifuge processing i.e. solids discharge and hold-up time between operations.
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The effect o f varying USD discharge velocity (with impact on a stainless steel stub)
on DNA integrity was investigated using fresh and freeze thawed (from -80°C) DH5a
E. coli cells expressing intracellular (20 kb) plasmids. All DNA analysis was kindly
conducted by Simyee Kong and Ben Bourne of Biochemical Engineering, UCL.
Processed samples were treated with an alkaline lysis step (Bimboim and Doly, 1979;
Theodossiou et al., 1997) causing the breakdown of the cell wall and release of
intracellular contents. The released DNA content was purified using a QIAprep Spin
Miniprep kit (Qiagen Ltd, West Sussex, UK). The concentration of purified DNA
was measured at an OD of 260 nm using the Biomate 3 spectrophotometer (Thermo
Spectronic, Madison, WI, USA) before loading onto an agarose gel.
methodology details can be found in Appendix 2.

Further

Figure 5.2 is a typical gel

electrophoresis for processed plasmid pQR150 (20 kb) (from freeze thawed DH5a E.
coli) showing an increase in the damaged DNA (represented by the smear extending
from the linear isoform) with increasing USD discharge velocity. The formation of
linear isoforms may be due to degradation of either the SC or OC isoforms or both
during high velocity discharge. It is suggested that the recovery of intact SC isoform
is also dependant on the biomechanical cell properties before and after processing.
Figure 5.3 shows the stability of damaged plasmid (acquired from a USD discharge
velocity o f 85 m .s'1) as a function of holding time after operation. Processed samples
were held at room temperature o f 25°C for periods of 0 to 6 h. The results illustrate
the sensitivity o f processed material with a decrease in SC plasmid DNA content and
an increase in damaged DNA with longer holding times. However, negligible change
in the SC plasmid DNA content was reported for holding unprocessed samples at
25°C between 0 and 6 h. One possible explanation for this observation is that the
unprocessed cells are sufficiently stable and intact compared to processed cells where
intracellular contamination of product may have occurred, e.g. contamination with
nucleases, leading to the breakdown o f SC to undesirable open circular and linear
isoforms. These results support earlier flow cytometry data (Figure 4.20) where intact
and living cells proved more stable than damaged cells over time i.e. by the end of the
holding test damaged cells showed signs of cell death whereas intact cells remained
reasonably stable.
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Figure 5.4 compares the CSA-1 and USD recovery of SC plasmid product from a
fresh 450 L DH5a E. coli fermentation with no significant plasmid degradation
observed for both scales o f operation. With reference to Figure 4.21, for the same E.
coli batch, the majority of fresh DH5a E. coli cells were observed to survive largescale and USD discharge and therefore it is reasonable to assume that in this case the
cell intracellular environment was suffice to maintain the plasmid.

The samples

analysed in Figure 5.4 were all done immediately after experimentation with no
further monitoring o f the batch stability. Observations from Figure 4.20 suggest that
damaged cells can become unstable and loss viability if held between operations
which might also apply to Figure 5.4. The research conducted by Levy et al. (1999)
and the characterised plasmid behaviour to discharge and holding time reported here
increases awareness and appreciation of the difficulties in recovering and purifying
plasmids at large-scale.
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Comparison of the CSA-1 and SC-6 discharge mechanism for identical
velocities at full nozzle opening. Symbols: ( —

) CSA-1 discharge

time; (■..... ) SC-6 discharge time; (— ) Sediment discharge.
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Figure 5.2

Agarose gel electrophoresis of DH5a pQR150 (20 kb) plasmid as a function
of USD discharge velocity. Frozen cells (freeze thawed from -80°C) used for
study.

Plasmid DNA recovery from sedimented cells after various defined

processing conditions: (1) X Hind III molecular marker; (2) experimental
control, no discharge of sediment; (3) USD discharge of sediment at velocity
of 85 m .s'1 with impact onto a stainless steel stub at 90 mm perpendicular to
the capillary exit; (4) USD discharge of sediment at velocity of 51 m .s'1 with
impact onto a stainless steel stub; (5) USD discharge of sediment at velocity
of 41 m .s'1 with impact onto a stainless steel stub; (6) 20 kb plasmid degraded
at 60°C for 48 h; (OC) open circular DNA; (SC) supercoiled DNA; (L) linear
DNA; (S) sheared DNA. All empty lanes were removed for clarify.
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Agarose gel electrophoresis of DH5a pQR150 (20 kb) plasmid as a function
of holding time after USD discharge.
80°C) used for study.

Frozen cells (freeze thawed from -

Symbols: (1) X Flind III molecular marker; (2)

experimental control, no discharge of sediment (0 h holding time); (3)
experimental control, no discharge of sediment (6 h holding time); (4) USD
discharge o f sediment at velocity of 85 m .s'1with impact onto a stainless steel
stub at 90 mm perpendicular to the capillary exit (holding time 0 h); (5) USD
discharge o f sediment at velocity of 85 m.s"1 with holding time of 2 h at room
temperature o f 25°C after impact; (6) USD discharge of sediment at velocity
of 85 m .s'1 with holding time of 6 h at room temperature of 25°C after impact.
All empty lanes were removed for clarify.
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Agarose gel electrophoresis of fresh DH5a pQR150 (20 kb) plasmid as
a function of USD and CSA-1 centrifuge discharge velocity. Symbols:
(1) X Hind III molecular marker; (2) experimental control, no discharge
o f sediment; (3) USD discharge of sediment at velocity of 85 m .s'1
(holding time 0 h); (4) pilot-scale calibrated CSA-1 discharge of
sediment at velocity of 80 m .s'1 (i.e. original velocity of 52 m .s'1 x
K< c s a -1)

of 1.54) (holding time 0 h). All empty lanes were removed for

clarify.
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6 CONCLUSIONS
• A number of parameters have been identified to influence recovery of E. coli
including shear rate and residence time in the capillary/nozzle, shear stress,
impact velocity and impact distance.

• E. coli whole cell recovery at pilot-scale is largely determined by impact
forces arising from high discharge velocities.

One possible change in cell

physiology during solids discharge is cell depolarisation followed by cell
death.

•

A USD mimic of pilot-scale centrifuge discharge has been devised and offers
a convenient way to rapidly assess pilot-scale performance. The mimic is
based on factoring a calibration factor of 1.54 and 2.95 into large-scale CSA-1
and SC-6 velocity calculations respectively to account for differences in
discharge between USD and pilot-scale. The condition of the feed material
and centrifuge operation can severely affect the recovery of viable material
with the extent o f damage dependant on cell biomechanical properties and
centrifuge discharge velocity.
o

Cell biomechanical properties strongly influence the recovery of intact
material. The level of cell viability after discharge may also play a
significant role in determining the final yield of product. Intact cells
have been characterised as having a stable intracellular environment
where the product remains in the desired form,

o

Lowering the discharge velocity prior to E. coli solids recovery can
reduce the level o f damage by up to 50%.
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7 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
• The impact of cell handling on centrifuge recovery should be extended to
include the effects of fermenter operating conditions e.g. the effect of media
variations and harvest time. One aspect of fermentation control has already
been examined by Garcia et al. (2005).

• Additional studies are required to investigate the different aspects of discharge
with larger machines and to possibly incorporate this into the current USD
model e.g. secondary impact experienced with the SC-6 centrifuge design.

• More work is needed to capture the interaction between product and stress
conditions and the effect of cell physiology on the whole bioprocess sequence.

•

The capillary device needs to be further refined in order to assess breakage at
much higher velocities. Further studies are also required to characterise the
viscose feed material as it initially moves through the capillary/nozzle. By
constructing a transparent capillary the flow patterns and any time delays
between initiating discharge and release of material can be determined and
hence the discharge times can be calculated with more precision.
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Al

The use of flow cytometry to study the impact of

different forms of stress on E. coli cell physiology
A l.l Abstract
This investigation was conducted as supervisor of an M.Eng project derived by
myself and acknowledgment is due to Nelson Yeung. The objective was to extend the
flow cytometry analysis in this thesis to include a study of the effect of varies stresses
on changes in cell physiology. This report focuses on the use of flow cytometry to
characterise cell physiology during fermentation (2 L scale) and exposure to stresses
commonly experienced in unit operations, e.g. shear stress in pumps, centrifuges and
homogenisers. Measurements were performed using Propidium Iodide (PI) and Bisoxanol (BOX) stain.

The cytometer readings for the shake flask W3110 E. coli fermentation illustrate that
during cell growth the proportion o f healthy cells increased, dwarfing the proportion
of dead cells present in the media. At stationary phase, healthy intact cells dominated
the cell population. During the decline phase the proportion of living and dead cells
were observed to decrease and increase respectively.

The physiological changes leading to cell death were different for a range of stress
treatments. Heat treatment led to depolarisation followed by cell permeabilisation.
Shear treatment demonstrated simultaneous depolarisation and permeabilisation. The
W3110 E. coli cell batch (which was not induced to produce product) was suggested
to be more robust than product producing W3110 E. coli cells from the 20 L
fermentation (used in the main thesis).
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A1.2 Introduction
Typically for microbes, it is considered that the ability of a microbe to reproduce itself
on a nutrient agar plate constitutes the benchmark for determining how many living
cells are contained in a test sample. This method does however possess a number of
flaws. For example, some cells may be alive but not grow due to injury or non ideal
conditions and as such would be registered as dead. Sachidanandham et al. (2005)
report that some organisms are capable o f forming an active but non-culturable state
when exposed to stress conditions where cells remain metabolically active but cannot
be detected by methods depending on cell growth. Other methods of determining
viability include manual cell counting and monitoring the leakage of intracellular
molecules (Hurst, 1977), e.g. intracellular protein leakage, which has been used
throughout this thesis. Manual cell counting suffers from inaccuracies and can be
hindered by operator fatigue with prolonged usage (Lebaron et al., 1994; Gunasekera
et al., 2002). In addition, intracellular assay techniques only provide an indication of
intracellular loss from a cell batch; it does not give evidence of cell physiological
response to the applied stress. For example, if the average intracellular protein loss
from a cell population is estimated at 10%, this could imply that all cells have lost
10% o f protein or 10% o f the population have lost all their intracellular protein or any
combination in between.

However, the measurements of individual cells could

provide a solution for the problem highlighted above.

Flow cytometry has recently gained considerable attention in the field of
microbiology and biotechnology including its use to investigate yeast (Hutter et al.,
1979), mammalian cells (Davey et al., 1996) and E. coli cells (Steen et al., 1981;
Hutter et al., 1979). Its use with bacterial cells is less well established because of the
significantly smaller particle sizes (Hewitt et al., 1998) i.e. 1-2 pm in length compared
to approximately 10 pm for mammalian cells. The technique enjoys the benefits of
measuring single cell physiological properties, multi-parameter data acquisition and
rapid analysis. Cells can be analysed at a rate of thousands per second as they are
carried within a fast flowing fluid. As cells pass through the flow cytometer laser
beam three different parameters are measured: forward scatter (FS), side scatter (SS)
and fluorescence from selected dyes which provide information on particle size,
particle intracellular density and cell stability respectively. By using a combination of
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different cell stains a cell culture can be conveniently differentiated into sub
populations and characterised i.e. it is possible to distinguish between living and dead
cells.

Typically, a fully functional prokaryotic cell is characterised by active

metabolic pumps embedded in the inner membrane that generate an electrochemical
gradient across the cell (Chapter 1, Figure 1.8). It is suggested that with cell exposure
to stress the metabolic pumps can become inactive and the membrane depolarised,
eventually permeabilising before cell death (Hewitt et al., 1999). The use of selective
cell dyes can be used to distinguish between different viable cell states. In the present
study the relationship between stress imposed on E. coli cells and cell physiological
changes was evaluated using flow cytometry.

A1.3 Materials and methods

Al.3.1 Batch fermentation (2 L shake flask)
Fresh W3110 E. coli (not expressing any periplasmic product) was used throughout
this study.

The cell bank was supplied by UCB Celltech (Slough, UK) and

maintained as glycerol stocks (80% w/w) at -80°C. The fermentation media (pH 7)
was prepared in a baffled 2 L shake flask as described in Table A 1.1.

Components

Quantity

Phytone (Becton Dickinson Ltd., UK)

6.4 g

Yeast extract (Oxoid Ltd., UK)

4.0 g

Sodium chloride (VWR International, UK)

2.0 g

Deionised water

400 mL

Table A l . 1 List o f fermentation media components for W 3110 E. coli.

The media was autoclaved at 121°C for 20 min and allowed to cool to room
temperature before adding 400 pL o f tetracycline (10 mg.mL'1) and 200 pL of a
thawed cell bank vial in a laminar flow hood. The flask was then incubated in a G25
shaker (New Brunswick Scientific Ltd, UK) at 200 rpm and 30°C for 17 h. Optical
density measurements were recorded throughout the fermentation.
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Al.3.2 Stress exposure

Al.3.2.1 Heat treatment

Fresh E. coli cell broth (|H = 0.0012 N.s.m'2) was harvested from the 2 L shake flask
fermentation at 17 h and immediately dispensed into a series of 2 mL Eppendorf tubes
before immersing into a water bath of fixed temperature and time period.
3

Heat-I *

treated samples were immediately diluted (to a concentration of 5 x 10 cells.mL' in
DBS) and analysed using flow cytometry.

A l.3.2.2 Capillary shear
The following section briefly describes the procedure used to study capillary shear.
Further details can be found in Chapter 2, section 2.7.1.2. Fresh E. coli cells were
concentrated, after 17 h of fermentation, in a Beckman J2-MI centrifuge with a JA10
rotor (Beckman, High Wycombe, UK) for 600 s at 10000 g. Sample volumes of 10
mL (p = 0.005 N.s.m'2) were processed three consecutive times through a capillary
with diameter and length of 0.33 mm and 100 mm respectively. The samples were
collected in a volumetric cylinder with a head of buffer of 100 mm depth positioned at
300 mm distance from the capillary tip in order to eliminate impact effects.

Al.3.2.3 Shear in a rotating disc device

Fresh E. coli sample volumes of 15 mL (p = 0.0012 N.s.m'2, 17 h fermentation) were
injected into the chamber of a small-scale rotating disc device used to mimic the shear
behaviour in bioprocess units such as the feed inlet of large-scale centrifuges. Further
details on the design o f the rotating disc device are given by Levy et al. (1999). The
device was set to operate at a set speed of 11,000 and 15,000 rpm for 10 s. To avoid
temperature rises during operation the device was positioned in an ice bath (4°C) at all
times.
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A 1.3.3 Offline analysis

Al.3.3.1 Biomass measurement by optical density
Optical density (OD) measurements of the E. coli fermentation were performed at 600
nm using an Ultrospec 2000, Biotech spectrophotometer (Pharmacia Biotech,
Cambridge, UK).

The spectrophotometer was referenced with a well-spun 0 h

fermentation sample obtained by centrifuging the sample for 30 min at 13000 g in a
Biofuge model 13 centrifuge (Heraeus Sepatech, GmbH, Germany).

Al.3.3.2 Flow cytometry
The flow cytometry protocol is detailed in Chapter 2, section 2.8.8 and will only be
3

1

summarised here. To 1 mL of diluted sample (approximately 5 x 1 0 cells.m L'), 5
pL of propidium iodide (PI) (200 pg.mL'1 in distilled water) and 5 pL of bis-oxanol
(BOX) (10 mg.mL'1 in dimethyl sulphoxide) were added. Samples were vortexed for
10 s and left to stand for 30 s before inserting onto the cytometer platform for
analysis. The sample flowrate was set to “low” with the machine analysing between
150 to 200 cells.s'1. The total time taken between each experiment and analysis was <
10 min (unless otherwise stated).

A1.4 Results

Al.4.1 Fermentation monitoring
During the course o f the fermentation OD 600 measurements were taken at intermittent
times. Figure A l . 1 shows a typical growth profile for W 3110 E. coli with exponential
growth commencing at 3 h post inoculation. Cells reach stationary phase at 15 h with
a cell count o f approximately 4 x 108 in the 400 mL working volume. The uptake of
PI and BOX stain by E. coli, as shown in Figure A1.2, reveals the condition of the
growing cell population.

Quadrant FI represents permeabilised cells staining

positively with PI, quadrant F2 represents dead cells staining positively with both PI
and BOX, quadrant F3 represents healthy cells with no staining and quadrant F4
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represents depolarised cells staining positively with BOX. Analysis of the working
cell bank (Figure A1.2A) shows only 34.3% of cells in full healthy state.

The

remaining 65.7% absorb either one or both of the dyes used and are a mixture of
permeabilised cells, depolarised cells and dead cells. The cell populations evident in
FI and F4 can be considered damaged but may be recovered in the correct
environment (Davey et al., 1996; Hewitt et al., 1999). Throughout the course of the
fermentation the initial cell population is observed to change with the number of
healthy cells increasing from 34.3% to 97.2% after 24 h (stationary phase). The cell
sub-populations previously present in FI and F4 at fermentation time 0 h is negligible
by time 24 h suggesting that they have either died and shifted into F2 or recovered in
the presence o f the fresh energy source and accumulated in F3 or are still present but
dwarfed by the larger proportion of healthy cells.

In addition to studying the growth kinetics of E. coli, the practice of crash cooling
cells was also examined.

In Figure A1.3 comparisons are made between a 24 h

fermentation batch crash cooled and a 2nd batch stored at room temperature (24°C).
Slight differences are evident between the two batches.

The crash-cooled batch

(Figure A 1.3 A) remains stable over the storage period showing little or no difference
to the control (Figure A1.2D). However, signs o f cell deterioration are evident in the
batch stored at room temperature for 12 h (Figure A1.3B) with a healthy cell
population o f 92.2% compared to 97.5% for the crash-cooled batch. The number of
depolarised cells and dead cells in Figure A l .3B is also observed to be higher than the
crash-cooled batch.

Al.4.2. Effect of heat treatment
The effect o f heat treatment on the survival of W 3110 E. coli was examined. Shown
in Figure A 1.4 is the response of E. coli cells to heat treatment at 40°C. Over an
exposure period o f 1600 s negligible change in cell physiology is observed. However,
subjecting cells to a higher temperature of 60°C, as shown in Figure A1.5, leads to a
rapid decline in living cells from 99.3% before heat treatment to 11.2% after 1600 s.
The dead cell population is observed to increase from 0.1% to 73.3% after 1600 s. A
similar trend is observed with E. coli cells exposed to 80°C as illustrated in Figure
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A 1.6. Figure A 1.7 shows a variation in the Arrhenius rate constant k (I.e. ^ Z i i Z i L )
x2 - x,
with temperature.

The rate constant is observed to increase with higher exposure

temperature. In Figure A1.8 a semi-log plot of k versus 1/T yields a straight line with
slope —E/R, where E is the activation energy and R is the ideal gas constant (8.3144 J
K '1 gmol’1). As E increases, the sensitivity of the material in question to temperature
degradation also rises.

Al.4.3 Effect of shear stresses

Figure A 1.9 shows the effect of laminar capillary stress on E. coli physiology.
Exposure o f cells to a GcTi o f 4 x 103 show negligible interference with cell integrity
with only a few cells staining PI positive.

Due to the practical limitations with

generating sufficiently high capillary GcTi (i.e. difficult to control stability of cells
with prolonged experimental time) a rotating disc device was used as a substitute to
achieve the necessary GcTt to induce changes in cell physiology. Figure A1.10 shows
the change in cell physiology as a result of shearing at 11,000 and 15,000 rpm for 10
s. There is evidence o f a reduction in the number o f living cells with increasing GcTt.
The damaged cells at high GcTi are observed to be a mixture of ruptured and
depolarised cells.
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Figure A 1.1

2 L shake flask fermentation profile for W3110 E. coli (with no
product expression).

The fermentation media (400 mL) was

inoculated with 200 jj,L from the working cell bank. Samples of 1 mL
were extracted at intervals of 2 to 4 h for OD600 measurements. The
cell concentration at time 0 h is 12.25 x 105 cells.L'1 and at time 24 h
is 10 x 108 cells.L'1.
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Figure A1.2

Use o f flow cytometry to monitor cell viability during a 2 L batch
fermentation of W3110 E. coli. The cell population was monitored
over 24 h using two dyes, namely propidium iodide (PI) and bistrimethine oxanol (BOX). Symbols: (A) 0 h; (B) 4 h; (C) 6 h; (D) 24
h. Quadrants: (FI) PI positive staining, cells are permeabilised; (F2)
PI and BOX positive staining, cells are dead with a depolarised
permeabilised cytoplasmic membrane; (F3) PI and BOX negative
staining, cells are healthy and polarised; (F4) BOX positive staining,
cells are depolarised.
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BOX
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A comparison between two cell handling methods for W3110 E. coli
cells after a 24 h fermentation (2 L scale).

Symbols: (A)

Fermentation batch crash cooled and stored at 4°C for 12 h; (B)
Fermentation batch stored at room temperature (24°C) for 12 h.
Note: Figure A l .2D is the control for the above comparison.
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Figure A l.4

Heat treatment o f W3110 E. coli cells at 40°C with a range o f
exposure times. Symbols: (A) residence time 0 s; (B) residence time
800 s; (C) residence time 1600 s.
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Figure A 1.5

Heat treatment o f W3110 E. coli cells at 60°C with a range of
exposure times. Symbols: (A) residence time 0 s; (B) residence time
800 s; (C) residence time 1600 s.
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Figure A 1.6

Heat treatment o f W3110 E. coli cells at 80°C with a range o f
exposure times. Symbols: (A) residence time 0 s; (B) residence time
60 s; (C) residence time 150 s.
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Figure A 1.7

Relationship between temperature and rate of thermal death for
W3 HOE', coli cells. Symbols: (A ) heat treatment at 80°C (k = 0.039
s '1); (■) heat treatment at 60°C (k = 1.27xl0"3 s'1); (•) heat treatment
at 40°C (k= 1.56x10'5 s '1).
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A semi-log plot o f k versus 1/Temperature to determine the cell
sensitivity to temperature changes.
therefore E is 2102 kJ gmol"1.
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Figure A1.9

Effect o f capillary GcTi (i.e. shear x residence time) on W 3110 E. coli
cell integrity.

The temperature and viscosity were 4°C and 0.005

N.s.m‘~ (Newtonian) with laminar flow conditions.

Symbols: (A)

GcT
to f 0 (control); (B)GcTto f 4 x 103 (Gc of 633000 s '1,
(x 3 passes)). No obvious signs o f cell damage were recorded under
this condition.
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BOX

14.8%

Figure A 1.10

Effect o f shear exposure on W3110 E. coli cells in a small-scale
rotating disc device. Air/liquid interfaces were minimised by filling
the chamber with maximum capacity. The temperature and viscosity
were 4°C and 0.0012 N.s.m'2 respectively. Symbols: (A) GcTi of 0;
(B) GcTi o f 3.3 x 105 (operating conditions of 11,000 rpm for 10 s);
(C) GcTi of 4.5 x 105 (operating conditions of 15,000 rpm for 10 s).
Conversion: shear rate in disc device (s'1) = rpm x 2.988 (derived
from CFD analysis).
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A1.5 Discussion
Flow cytometry is a common tool used for rapid reliable screening of cell physiology
for bioprocess optimisation (Lewis et al., 2004).

The main advantage of this

technology is that it can provide a snapshot of cell viability as a function of
bioprocess environment.

This study concentrates on the possible physiological

changes associated with cell damage during bioprocessing. Escalating temperatures
can often be associated with high shear stress or long process times, especially at large
scale, if the unit operation is not properly controlled. Many authors have studied the
phenomena o f thermal inactivation of micro organisms (Stiles and Witter 1965;
Gomez 1977; Mackey and Derrick 1987) and have identified nucleic acids, proteins
and enzymes to be the main molecules damaged by the process. Grecz et al. (1977)
demonstrated that temperatures above 50°C were able to induce endonucleolytic
breakage in E. coli. Mackey et al. (1991) studied the denaturation of ribosome’s in E.
coli and concluded that ribosome melting occurred at above 60°C. For temperatures
above 65°C cell wall damage may also contribute to thermal cell death (Teixeira et
al., 1997).

Our results suggest that temperature related cell damage consists of

depolarisation followed by permeabilisation and cell death. Negligible cell damage
was detected with temperatures below 40°C. However, increasing the severity of
stress with either higher temperatures or longer residence time led to a greater number
o f dead cells which was reflected in the cells uptaking PI and BOX.

The influence o f hydrodynamic forces on cells plays a significant role in determining
the overall success of a bioprocess.

Shear stresses have been observed to induce

morphological and metabolic changes (Lange et al., 2000; Hewitt et al., 1998) in
bacterial cells. Here we extend the investigation and comment on the possible side
effects of these changes. Cell damage from exposure to shear was characterised by
permeabilisation and depolarisation followed by cell death. The results correlate well
with cell damage as measured by more traditional methods, e.g. total protein, where
higher shear rates equate to greater cell damage.
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A1.6 Conclusion
This work has identified several possible scenarios by which cells die from stress
exposure. This work has demonstrated that exposure of cells to shear stress leads to
permeabilisation and depolarisation followed by cell death. A distinct pattern of cell
depolarisation followed by cell permeabilisation was observed with heat stress.
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A2 DNA analysis

A2.1 Materials and methods

The DNA analysis procedure was carried out as supervisor of an MEng project and
acknowledgment is due to Ben Bourne and Simyee Kong (advisor).

The DNA

analysis technique used is that described by Levy et al. (1999). 500 pL of clarified
lysate and sheared samples were precipitated with 350 pL of isopropanol.

The

samples were centrifuged for 10 min at 13000 rpm in a Biofuge model 13 centrifuge
(Heraeus Sepatech, GmbH, Germany) and the supernatant was decanted.

The

remaining pellet was washed with 70% ethanol and then re-dissolved in 50 pL TE
buffer (pH 8) containing 100 pg.mL'1 RNaseA. Samples were then purified using a
QIAprep Spin Miniprep kit (Qiagen Ltd, West Sussex, UK) with the DNA
concentrations determined using a Biomate 3 spectrophotometer at 260 nm (Thermo
Spectronic, Madison, WI, USA).

All samples (5 pL loading buffer and 10 pL

sample) were then loaded onto a 0.8% agarose gel containing ethidium bromide and
electrophoresed at 40 V and 100 mA for 9 h. Gels were scanned and analysed using
the Gel Doc EQ Gel Documentation System and Quantity One analysis software (BioRad Laboratories Inc, CA, USA).

A2.2 Preparation of agarose gels

To make a 0.8% gel:
•

Seal the open edges o f an electrophoresis tray with autoclave tape to form a
mould.

•

Mix 1.04 g agarose powder with 130 mL of 0.5x TBE buffer (Table A2.1) in a
clean Erlenmeyer flask.

•

Heat the mix in a microwave for 1 min.

•

Remove and swirl the flask.

•

Reheat for a further 1 min.

•

Cool the solution until warm to touch (~60°C).
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•

Seal the edges o f the mould with a small quantity of the agarose solution using a
Gilson pipette.

•

Position the comb into the mould.

•

Add 5 jliL of ethidium bromide solution to the agarose and mix gently.

•

Pour the warm agarose solution into the mould avoiding any bubble formations.

•

Allow the gel to set for 45 min at room temperature before removing the comb.

5x TBE Buffer

Quantity

Tris base

54.43 g

Boric acid

27.78 g

EDTA

1.85 g

Purified water

1L

Table A2.1 Preparation o f 5x TBE buffer (Prepare 1 L o f 0.5x TBE buffer by adding
100 mL o f 5x TBE to 900 mL water).
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A3 Validation
A3.1 Introduction

A new drug cannot be manufactured without prior approval from regulatory bodies
(e.g. FDA).

The agency documents clearly emphasis the expectations that are

required for approval. If the drug has never been marketed before, the manufacturer
is required to file a new application demonstrating that the drug is safe and effective
on both humans and animals. At this stage, product quality, concentration and type of
impurities must be mentioned. This information is used to set the acceptance criteria
after which all the other batches are required to either meet or surpass these
specifications. In addition, the files must contain a detailed description of the process
route used to manufacture the drug including details on installation qualification (IQ),
operational qualification (OQ) and process qualification (PQ).

If the report lacks

confidence over quality and reproducibility of product, the FDA will not approve it.
The biopharmaceutical manufacturer is also expected to comply with good
manufacturing practice (GMP) with the responsibility for maintaining product quality.
Protocols and SOPs are used with operating, cleaning, maintaining and storage of
equipment and staff should be properly trained to operate. These specifications fall
under quality assurance (QA).

A3.2 GMP considerations

GMP regulations are required to minimise or eliminate the possibility of process
errors e.g. contamination and human error such as batch mix up. This in turn protects
the customer from purchasing a product which is unsafe for human consumption.

A3.2.1 Equipment validation

IQ, OQ and PQ apply to both old and new equipment and are used to ensure that all
equipment and instruments meet manufacturers or preset standards for operation and
performance. Movement o f equipment will require re-evaluation to ensure that the
move does not affect process quality.
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A3.2.2 Sample management/document control

Throughout any biomanufacturing process all samples collected must be traceable in
the event o f a contamination or lose of product quality. Protocols must be in place for
sample handling, storage and disposal. A logbook for each process step must be in
place to allow one to reconstruct the analysis if necessary.
comes document control.

With documentation

A system should be in place to review the archives of

results and to ensure proper filing.

A3.2.3 Auditing

Auditing o f a GMP plant falls into three categories:
•

Personal: All employees do a self-check to ensure that he/she is complying
with the regulations.

•

Internal:

An internal audit of the company practice is done by the quality

control department.
•

External: Company practice is assessed by an external auditor.

The results from an audit will indicate whether a company needs to modify their
current practice.

A3.3 Validation of a centrifuge and its USD mimic

A3.3.1 Centrifuge validation

A3.3.1.1 Process validation

Process validation aims to ensure that a process runs according to the users
specifications and that the method o f operating is robust such that minimum variation
occurs. The first step in completing a process validation is to define the purpose of
the centrifuge e.g. to provide crude separation of liquid-solids suspensions. Operating
conditions should be defined at this point e.g. flow rate and bowl speed.

An

acceptable criteria must be set. During the operation, samples should be taken at
strategic points

such as the feed inlet, discharge zone and supernatant outlet and
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tested for quality using validated assay techniques. The reproducibility of the process
must be demonstrated with a minimum of three runs of product and one must show
that the quality falls within the acceptable range.

A3.3.1.2 Cleaning validation

A thorough cleaning process must be applied to any unit operation with the goal of
eliminating contaminants and to prolong machine lifetime.

Cleaning should be

performed before and after processing product material. When developing a cleaning
strategy, one must consider agents used, their concentrations and compatibility with
equipment surfaces and product. For example, some detergents and soaps used for
cleaning cannot be removed easily and therefore a different agent needs to be
selected. Other factors such as residence time in the machine and surface coverage
also needs consideration.

Ideally a piece of equipment will have one cleaning

procedure, however this will depend on the product being processed and whether the
clean up occurs between batches of the same product or between batches of different
product.

In order to validate the cleaning program, a worse case clearance study

senario is used whereby a highly concentrated feed stream is processed through the
centrifuge followed by the cleaning protocol.

The centrifuge is then tested

extensively to ensure that the product is reduced to a predetermined acceptable limit.
This can be assessed using a variety of methods including visual inspections, HPLC,
and swab tests for specific contaminants. Samples should be taken at the inlet, outlet,
centrifuge body and collection bowl. Staff must be sufficiently trained with following
cleaning SOPs.

There should be evidence that cleaning and storage o f equipment does not stimulate
microbe proliferation.

Equipment should always be dried before storage and

preferably steam sterilised before use. Cleaning cycles should always be recorded in
a log book along with any variations in quality of cleaning
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A3.3.1.3 Validation of surroundings

The process area should be a clean environment with a controlled air quality. The
centrifuge should have sufficient bio-containment features such as contained vessels
and piping systems especially when dealing with live or genetic material. Process
water and waste material should be exposed of in kill tanks.

A3.3.1.4 Assay validation

The assay techniques used to assess process efficiency must also be validated in order
to prove their accuracy and reliability. The specificity and sensitivity of the analytical
method must be determined. The majority o f new generation assays have the ability
of detecting residues at very low concentrations. If levels of contaminants or residue
are not detected after cleaning, it does not necessarily mean no contaminants are
present. Other assay techniques should be used in conjunction to verify results. A
negative test may also be the result of poor sampling techniques.

A3.3.1.5 Quality control

To ensure protocols and SOP’s are followed correctly, a supervisor should be on duty
to record and document all completed tasks. Quality inspections should be carried out
on a regular basis.

Quality improvements should be continuous with a periodic

review.

A3.3.2 USD validation

Similar to large-scale criteria, USD devices also require validation if they are
incorporated into the development process. The advantage of including USD mimics
is that besides only requiring small quantities o f process material they could also be
useful in reinforcing large-scale validation.

Successful completion of this task

involves filing SOP’s and protocol documentation and ensuring all personnel using
the equipment are properly trained. The equipment also requires IQ, OQ and PQ
acknowledgement.

All ancillaries associated with the model should be tested and

calibrated if necessary. The model needs to be evaluated to show accurate mimicking
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of its large-scale counterpart with a minimum o f three trials. Process parameters such
as feed type, temperature and pH should be controlled and kept in line with large scale
conditions.

It is not uncommon to see many companies using extensive sampling and testing
programs without ever really evaluating the effectiveness of the steps used.

The

technique chosen should be appropriate and reproducible. Assays used for analysis of
results and cleaning inspection should be consistent with the large-scale techniques.
On filing a validation report, the user has the added bonus of reducing time and effort
for large-scale verification because of better understanding of the parameters that
influence the process and operating limits.

A3.4 Conclusion

In conclusion, validation o f equipment is performed in order to demonstrate
consistency and uniformity o f a process. The aim of the exercise is to show that
practical data is consistent with predetermined specifications.

Validation of USD

tools can be very helpful in the understanding and testing of large-scale machines.
The USD device has the advantage of only requiring small volumes of test material
and therefore can effectively reduce time and resources for large-scale verification.
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NOMENCLATURE
A

constant (-)

C

% cell breakage due to discharge from capillary or centrifuge

Cf

product concentration in feed (mg.mL'1)

Ch

product concentration in homogenate (m g.m L1)

Cs

product concentration in test sample (m g.m L1)

Dh

hydraulic diameter (m)

Dc

internal capillary diameter (m)

Gc

mass average shear rate (s'1)

H

height of centrifuge nozzle (m)

R e s a -/

CSA-1 calibration factor (-)

K

SC-6 calibration factor (-)

s C-6

Lc

capillary length (m)

L

discharge nozzle length (m)

m

suspension mass (kg)

N

centrifuge rotational speed (rps)

P

centrifuge discharge pressure (pas)

AP

pressure drop (N.m'2)

Qc

capillary suspension flowrate (m ^s'1)

Q

centrifuge nozzle flowrate (m3.s_1)

Rc

internal capillary radius (m)

Re

Reynolds number (-)

Ro

orifice radius (cm)

ri

bowl inner radius (m)
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n

radius of centrifuge inner liquid ring (m)

Ti

residence time (s)

Uc

capillary discharge velocity (m.s'1)

Up

centrifuge discharge velocity (m.s'1)

Vmax

maximum fluid velocity (m .s1)

w

width o f centrifuge nozzle (m)

xb

jet break-up length (cm)

Xc

jet core length (cm)

Xi

Instron drive speed (m .s1)

Greek Symbols

yw

capillary wall shear rate (s'1)

pN

suspension density (kg.m'3)

M

suspension viscosity (N.s.m'2)

T

capillary shear stress (N.m'2)

Pk

kinematic viscosity (m ^s'1)

Et

total energy dissipation (J .s 1)

I

Fanning friction factor (-)

CO

angular velocity of centrifuge bowl (rads.s'1)
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